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In toric topology it is important to have a way of constructing Delzant polytopes,
which have canonical combinatorial data. Furthermore we have examples of quasitoric manifolds with representatives in all even dimensions. These examples give rise
to sequences of polytopes with related combinatorial invariants.
In this thesis we intend to formalise the concept of a family of polytopes, which
will behave in a similar way to the quotient spaces of quasi-toric manifolds. We will
then compute certain combinatorial invariants in this context.
Recently, polytope theory has developed to include P with homogeneous polynomial invariants and an important operator d, which takes a polytope to the disjoint
union of its facets. We will examine our families against this background and extend
the polynomial invariants and d to entire families. In particular we will introduce a
method to calculate polynomial invariants of families by the use of partial differential
equations.
We will also look at some polytopes called nestohedra, which arise from building
sets. These nestohedra give us a construction of Delzant polytopes. We will show
that it is possible to calculate d for any given nestohedra directly from its building
set. We will also show that the canonical characteristic function of a nestohedron, F ,
which is a facet of a nestohedron, P , agrees with the characteristic function of F as
a facet of P .
We will see that nestohedra naturally form families. We will end this work by
combining the work on nestohedra with the work on families and calculating the
combinatorial invariants of some families of nestohedra.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Toric topology is a discipline which has a heavy reliance on polytope theory. In
this thesis we will be looking at some problems in polytope theory arising from toric
topology.
In chapter 2 we will overview toric topology itself. We begin by defining the
basic concepts and demonstrate the importance of Delzant polytopes. We will also
introduce some examples of quasi-toric manifolds with representatives in all even
dimensions. These examples give rise to sequences of polytopes with related combinatorial invariants. We will end the chapter by stating four questions which we
will find answers in later chapters. These questions will concern: finding examples
of Delzant polytopes, calculating their combinatorial invariants, finding families of
polytopes that behave like those from the quasi-toric manifolds, and developing ways
to study these families.
In chapter 3 we will look at polytope theory. We will look at the historical
methods of studying polytopes as well as highlighting the recent work based on ring
of polytopes P. The work on P includes homogeneous polynomial invariants and an
important operator d, which takes a polytope to the disjoint union of its facets.
In chapter 4 we will look at some polytopes called nestohedra, which arise from
building sets. These nestohedra give us a construction of Delzant polytopes and
answer one of our questions. We will look at what is already known about nestohedra
and then show that it is possible to calculate d for any given nestohedron directly
8
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from its building set. We will also show that the canonical characteristic function of
a nestohedron, F , which is a facet of a nestohedron, P , agrees with the characteristic
function of F as a facet of P .
In chapter 5 we will formalise the concept of a family of polytopes, which will
behave in a similar way to the quotient spaces of a family of quasi-toric manifolds.
We will examine our families against the background of P and extend the polynomial
invariants and d to entire families. In particular we will introduce some methods to
calculate polynomial invariants of families by the use of partial differential equations.
In chapter 6 we will see that nestohedra naturally form families. We will then
combine the work on nestohedra with the work on families by calculating the combinatorial invariants of several families of nestohedra.

Chapter 2
Motivation
Toric Topology is the study of quasi-toric manifolds, which are manifolds with wellbehaved torus actions. It lies at the intersection of several major areas of geometrical
mathematics. In their paper “An Invitation to Toric Topology: Vertex Four of a
Remarkable Tetrahedron” [11] Buchstaber and Ray use the image of a tetrahedron as
the convex hull of four points, or “vertex disciplines”, to demonstrate this interconnectedness.
In this chapter I am going to provide an overview of this subject, highlighting
the natural and important role played by polytopes. I will make use of the image of
the tetrahedron here because it is both a good image and the tetrahedron itself is a
polytope!
The four “vertex disciplines” of the toric tetrahedron in [11] are algebraic geometry, combinatorics, symplectic geometry and toric topology. They are given the labels
A, C, S and T respectively for ease of reference. I will start my exposition with the
last of these, Toric Topology, as it is the one on which I shall mostly focus in this
chapter.
While the nature of toric topology is going to motivate our work on polytopes,
we will need some concepts of polytope theory to talk about toric topology. While
formal definitions of these concepts will appear in chapter 3, it is important to note
at this point that: A polytope, P , is the intersection of a finite number of half spaces
in Rn . The dimension of a polytope is the dimension of its affine hull. A supporting
10
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hyperplane is a hyperplane which defines one of the half-spaces. A face of a polytope
is the intersection of the polytope with some collection of supporting hyperplanes and
is a polytope in its own right. A dimension 0 face is called a vertex, a dimension 1 face
is called an edge and a codimension 1 face is called a facet. A polytope is simplicial if
all its faces (apart from itself) are simplices and simple if exactly n facets meet at each
vertex. Two polytopes are combinatorially equivalent if their faces form isomorphic
posets (the face poset) under inclusion. The dual of P is a polytope with face poset
given by the faces of P under reverse inclusion; every polytope has a dual, often
referred to as its polar P ∗ .

2.1

Toric Topology

We will begin our look at Toric Topology by setting up some standard notation that
will allow us to fully understand what is meant by the statement:
Toric Topology is the study of quasi-toric manifolds, which are smooth manifolds
with well-behaved torus actions.
The n-dimensional torus, (S 1 )n , shall be denoted by T n . We will also denote
the set of real numbers greater than or equal to 0 by R>. We call the n-fold direct
product of copies of R> the n-dimensional positive orthant, denoted by Rn>.
In order to understand the statement we shall begin by asking “What is a torus
action?”
Definition 2.1.1. Let G be a Lie group. A G action on a smooth manifold, M ,
is an action of G on the set of points in M such that each element of G defines a
diffeomorphism g : M → M and each point in M defines a smooth map x : G → M .
A torus action is a group action where the group is the n-torus. The n-torus is a
group since S 1 is a Lie group with multiplication eiπϕ × eiπψ = eiπ(ϕ+ψ) and T n is the
direct product of n copies of this.
While we are describing group actions it would be useful to define two more group
theoretic concepts that we will be using later.
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Definition 2.1.2. The orbit of a point x ∈ M under a G-action is
Gx := {gx ∈ M : g ∈ G} ⊂ M.
The orbit space of the G-action on M is the space of all orbits and is denoted M/G.
Definition 2.1.3. The isotropy subgroup of a point x ∈ M under a G-action is the
closed subgroup
Gx := {g ∈ G : gx = x} < G.
In order to fully understand our original statement we must now answer the
question “What do we mean by a well-behaved torus action?”
The first part of the answer is that we would like it to be locally standard. That
is, we would like it to look locally like the standard action of T n on Cn which is given
coordinate-wise
(θ1 , . . . , θn )(z1 , . . . , zn ) = (eiθ1 z1 , . . . , eiθn zn ).
The orbit of the standard action of T 1 on C1 , considering polar coordinates on
C1 , identifies any two points in C1 that have the same modulus and so the quotient
space can then clearly be seen to be R1>. Since in the standard action of T n on Cn
each coordinate of the torus acts independently, the quotient space Cn /T n can be
seen to be Rn>.
What then can we say about the orbit spaces of general quasi-toric manifolds
under these well behaved torus-actions? In [4] Bredon shows that the orbit space of
M 2n under T n is a smooth n-manifold with n-corners.
An n-manifold with m-corners is defined analogously to an n-dimensional manifold, M n , where instead of the target of the charts being Rn , it is Rn−m × Rm
> . In
particular a manifold with boundary is a manifold with 1-corner. The properties of
smoothness and differentiability for manifolds with corners are defined analogously
to those for normal manifolds.
Unfortunately, not all locally standard actions are sufficiently well-behaved for
our purposes. Consequently, to properly answer the question of what a well-behaved
torus action is, we shall place a further restriction on the orbit space in our definition
of quasi-toric manifold.
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Definition 2.1.4. A quasi-toric manifold is a smooth manifold, M 2n , with a locally
standard action of T n such that the quotient space M 2n /T n is homeomorphic to an
n-dimensional compact simple polytope, P n .
This is not as large a restriction as it first appears, since if an n-manifold with
n-corners is homeomorphic to a polytope, P , then P must be simple. This is because
the any chart on the manifold containing the preimage a vertex of P must map that
vertex to 0 and the surrounding facets into distinct coordinate planes. Thus there
are exactly n facets meeting at each vertex and P is simple.
The condition of an n-manifold with n-corners being homeomorphic to a polytope
can also be expressed as insisting that the manifold have the following properties of a
polytope; contractibility, compactness and the intersection of any two distinct edges
is at most one point.
We will now look at a couple of examples of torus actions on manifolds.
Example 2.1.5. The natural, coordinate wise action of T n on Cn as discussed above,
is not a quasi-toric manifold, since its orbit space, Rn>, is not a compact polytope. It is
however the local case of all quasi-toric manifolds, so will be known as the motivating
example.
Example 2.1.6. The n-torus also acts coordinate wise on the first n homogeneous
coordinates of CP n by the action
(t1 , . . . , tn ) × [x1 : . . . : xn : xn+1 ] 7→ [t1 x1 : . . . : tn xn : xn+1 ].
In this case the quotient space is the n simplex.
Let us now look at more closely at the orbit space of a quasi-toric manifold under
a well behaved torus-action, in particular which points are mapped to the various
faces of the polytope. Examining our motivating example, we see that the preimage
of (0, . . . , 0) in Rn> is the single point (0, . . . , 0) which is the only point to have
the whole group as its isotropy subgroup. Furthermore if we examine the isotropy
subgroups of two distinct points in the interiors of a particular face then we notice

14
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that they are identical. This will hold for any quasi-toric manifold so hence forth we
will refer to the isotropy subgroup of a face and mean the isotropy subgroup of any
point within the interior of that face; we denote it by T (F ) for a face F .
We notice three important properties of the isotropy subgroups of faces.
Property 2.1. A face of codimension k has isotropy subgroup T k < T n and so, in
particular, a facet will have an isotropy subgroup isomorphic to T 1 .
Property 2.2. Since we are dealing with simple polytopes, any face F of codimension
d can be written as the intersection of d facets Fik . Clearly T (Fik ) ⊂ T (F ) for any
ik , but we also have that
T (F ) ∼
= ×dk=1 T (Fik )
because the T (Fik ) are transversal in T n .
Property 2.3. Any copy of T 1 considered as a subgroup of T n is defined by a line of
rational slope, which can be written as a n-tuple of integers. An n-tuple, (x1 , . . . , xn ),
defines a map which embeds T 1 into T n by
eiθ 7→ (eix1 θ , . . . , eixn θ ).
What do these properties tell us? We see from 2.2 that the isotropy subgroup of
any face is specified if we know the isotropy subgroup of the facets. Then from 2.1
we have that the isotropy subgroups of the facets are circles and by 2.3 we know that
these can each be specified by an n-tuple of integers.
We have one n-tuple for each facet, so given a numbering of the facets we can
combine these vectors as the columns of an n×m matrix which we call Λ. This matrix
defines a function λ : Rm → Rn which we call the characteristic function. The i-th
column of this matrix specifies which subtorus is the isotropy subgroup of the i-th
facet. Furthermore, we can say that the square matrix Λv given by Λ restricted to
the facets which meet at any particular vertex, v, must have determinant ±1, since
the isotropy subgroup of any vertex is all of T n . Alternatively this condition means
the vectors associated to the facets which meet at any vertex must form a basis of
Zn . Thus a quasi-toric manifold defines a pair (P, Λ), called the combinatorial data

15
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of the manifold, consisting of a combinatorial polytope with ordered facets and a
characteristic function.
Let us now look at example of the combinatorial data from a particular quasi-toric
manifold.
Example 2.1.7. From example 2.1.6 we know that CP 2 is a quasi-toric manifold
and that the orbit space is the 2 simplex, ∆. There are three facets of ∆ which we
will denote F1 , F2 and F3
The action of T 2 on CP 2 is given by
(t1 , t2 ) × [x1 : x2 : x3 ] 7→ [t1 x1 : t2 x2 : x3 ].
This action fixes three points, [1 : 0 : 0], [0 : 1 : 0] and [0 : 0 : 1], these points are
mapped under the orbit map to the vertices of ∆. There are three 1 dimensional
subtori which fix the points of CP 2 :
1. The subtorus given by (t, 1) ∈ T 2 for t ∈ S 1 fixes the points [0 : x2 : x3 ] ∈ CP 2 .
2. The subtorus given by (1, t) ∈ T 2 for t ∈ S 1 fixes the points [x1 : 0 : x3 ] ∈ CP 2 .
3. The subtorus given by (t, t) ∈ T 2 for t ∈ S 1 fixes the points [x1 : x2 : 0] ∈ CP 2 .
Without loss of generality we can say that under the orbit map points of the form
[0 : x2 : x3 ] are mapped to F1 , points of the form [x1 : 0 : x3 ] are mapped to F2 and
points of the form [x1 : x2 : 0] are mapped to F3 .
The subtori that fix the points mapped to each facet are determined by a pair of
integers. The pair associated to F1 is (1, 0), because the subtorus that fixes it is given
by pairs (t1 , t0 ). Similarly the pair associated to F2 is (0, 1) and the pair associated
to F1 is (−1, −1).
This means the characteristic function of the quasi-toric manifold CP 2 is given
by the matrix



Λ=

1 0 −1
0 1 −1

and the combinatorial data for CP 2 is (∆, Λ).
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So far we have seen how we can find the combinatorial data from a quasi-toric
manifold. We will now look at how we can construct a quasi-toric manifold from
a set of combinatorial data. There are three ways of doing this. One way to construct a manifold from a pair is as a quotient space of T n × P as done by Davis and
Januszkiewicz in their paper [13]. Alternatively, we can follow the method of Buchstaber, Panov and Ray in [10] and use a construction as a pullback. This construction
has the advantage that it is easier to see the result is a smooth manifold. The final
option is to use the more explicit construction given by Buchstaber and Panov in [9].
In order to demonstrate the construction of a quasi-toric manifold from combinatorial data, we will take the final option and overview the explicit construction of the
manifolds known as moment angle manifolds.
We will begin with a set of combinatorial data, (P, Λ). We will first look at the
boundary of the dual polytope; K = ∂P ∗ . Since P is a simple polytope we have that
K is a simplicial sphere, that is a simplicial complex which is homeomorphic to a
sphere. We know that K has m vertices, v1 , . . . , vm , where m is the number of facets
of P . For any simplex ω ∈ K we define a subset of the m-fold product of the unit
disc D2 ⊂ C, Bσ = {(z1 , . . . , zm ) ∈ (D2 )m : |zi | = 1 ∀vi 6∈ σ}, using this we can define
the moment angle complex of K to be
ZK =

[

Bσ ⊂ (D2 )m .

σ∈K

There is a natural action of T m on ZK ⊂ (D2 )m that is induced from the coordinate
wise action of T m on (D2 )m ⊂ Cm . Furthermore we have that the orbit space ZK /T m
is homeomorphic to P . This construction can be made for any simplicial complex,
but when K is a simplicial sphere the moment angle complex is a smooth manifold
of dimension m + n. In this case we call the moment angle complex a moment angle
manifold. When K is the boundary of the dual of a simple polytope P we will refer
to this manifold as ZP rather than Z∂P ∗ for notational convenience.
So from a set of combinatorial data, (P, Λ), we have constructed ZP , an (m + n)dimensional manifold with an action of T m . We have only used P so far and ignored
the characteristic function. The characteristic function is a map λ : Rm → Rn with

17
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kernel isomorphic to Rm−n . We can combine this with the quotient map of Ri by its
integer lattice, Li : Ri → T i , to get:
0

/ Rm−n  

/ Rm

Lm−n



0

/T


m−n 

λ

/ Rn

λT



Lm



/ Tm

/0

Ln

/ Tn

/0

We will pay particular attention to the m − n-dimensional torus that is the kernel of
λT , we shall call this torus S. We have from section 3 of [10] that S acts freely on
ZP .
We can now look at the orbit space of ZP under the action of S, which we shall call
M(P,Λ) . Since ZP is a (m + n)-dimensional manifold and S is a (m − n)-dimensional
Lie group, we have that M(P,Λ) is a 2n-dimensional manifold. Furthermore, M(P,Λ)
has an induced action of T n as the quotient of T m by S. Since S acts freely on ZP
the orbit space M(P,Λ) /T n is homeomorphic to the orbit space ZP /T m ∼
= P . Since
P is a simple polytope, the action of T n on M(P,Λ) is locally standard and we have
constructed a quasi-toric manifold with combinatorial data (P, Λ).
So now we have one construction that takes a quasi-toric manifold and produces
some combinatorial data, and another which takes a set of combinatorial data, constructs a moment angle manifold and then turns the moment angle manifold into to
a quasi-toric manifold. This begs the question of whether if we apply these one after
the other we get the same quasi-toric manifold? In [9] it is proved that the original
and final quasi-toric manifolds are the same up to the equivalence relation given in
[13]:
Definition 2.1.8. Two quasi-toric manifolds are said to be equivalent if they are
weakly equivariently homeomorphic.
In [10] it is proved that the combinatorial data completely classifies quasi-toric
manifolds up to an equivalence relation on the combinatorial data also given in [13]:
Definition 2.1.9. Two sets of combinatorial data, (P, Λ) and (P ′ , Λ′ ) are said to
be equivalent if P = P ′ (as combinatorial polytopes) and the maps λ : Rm → Rn
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and λ′ : Rm → Rn have isomorphic kernels after factoring out by the integral lattice
Zm−n .
We will now have a look at some specific cases that are covered by these equivalence relations and some of the reasoning behind the definitions.
The construction of the moment angle complex depends on the combinatorial type
of the polytope, so combinatorial data can only be equivalent if the polytopes are
combinatorially equivalent.
The quasi-toric manifold is obtained from the moment angle complex by factoring
out the action of a freely acting subtorus which is found as the kernel of the map
given by Λ. In particular two matrices Λ and Λ′ should be equivalent if they differ
only by a change of basis of Rn .
Two maps λ : Rm → Rn and λ′ : Rm → Rn that differ only by the order of
the columns have isomorphic kernels after factoring out by the integral lattice Zm−n .
This means that the choice of numbering of the facets of the polytope does not affect
the equivalence class of the combinatorial data. In particular, we can renumber the
facets should we need to.
The weak equivarient homeomorphism type of a quasi-toric manifold only depends
on the image of T 1 that is the isotropy subgroup of each facet. Let A ∈ Zn be the
n-tuple representing the isotropy subgroup of some facet, F , then we can see that −A
represents the same isotropy subgroup. In fact A and −A are the only n-tuples which
can represent this subtorus as a characteristic function, since Λv the minor relating
to a vertex v must have determinant ±1. We will say that one of A or −A is inward
pointing and the other outward pointing. This means that we can replace any column
of Λ by its negative without changing the equivalence class of the combinatorial data.
However, whether the n-tuples that make up a characteristic function are inward
or outward pointing does give more structure on the quasi-toric manifold than just
its weak equivarient homeomorphism type. We refer to this extra information as an
omniorientation, which is an orientation of P and a choice of matrix Λ. This choice
of Λ specifies whether its columns are inward or outward pointing. An orientation
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of a combinatorial polytope is an orientation of a specified representative of the
equivalence class.
Omniorientations are important because we know from [10, 4.5] that any omniorientated quasi-toric manifold admits a canonical stably complex structure which
is invariant under the torus action. Since our combinatorial data is the pair of the
polytope, P , and matrix, Λ, it specifies an omnioriented quasi-toric manifold.
An omniorientation is specified by an orientation of the polytope and a choice of
inwards or outwards for each column of Λ. These can be used to define the sign of a
vertex, which will be useful later in the chapter.
Definition 2.1.10. Let (P, Λ) be the combinatorial data of a quasi-toric manifold
and let A be the n × m matrix with rows given by the ai which define P as
P = {x ∈ Rn |hai , xi + 1 > 0, i = 1, . . . , m}
with the ai numbered in the same way as the facets they represent. A vertex v of P
can be expressed as the intersection of n facets. Let Av and Λv be the minors of A
and Λ corresponding to these facets. Then the sign of v is
Sign(v) = det Av · det Λv .
One final property of quasi-toric manifolds that we shall look at in this section is
the existence of facial submanifolds. We take M 2n to be a quasi-toric manifold with
an action of T n , combinatorial data (P, Λ) and quotient map q : M → P . We then
take F to be a facet of P with isotropy subgroup S ∼
= T (F ). We then have from [13]
that MF = q −1 (F ) is a 2(n − 1) dimensional manifold with an action of T n−1 ∼
= T n /S
and orbit space F , so MF is a quasi-toric manifold whose characteristic function can
be calculated from Λ.
When two facial submanifolds, MF and MG , meet, their normal bundles in M are
transversal and so their intersection is a manifold of dimension 2(n − 2). Furthermore
we know from [13] that this manifold is the preimage of the face F ∩ G under the
quotient map q. This property means we can define the face submanifold of any face
of P by the same method as we defined the facial submanifolds for the facets of P .
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So, vertex T on the toric tetrahedron concerns quasi-toric manifolds; what of the
other three vertices? Two of them, A and S, are areas of mathematics which feature
constructions that are sometimes quasi-toric manifolds. The remaining vertex, C, is
involved because quasi-toric manifolds are defined by their combinatorial data. We
will leave that vertex until last.

2.2

Algebraic Geometry

In this section we will look at some algebraic geometry. This is an area of mathematics which provides many important examples of quasi-toric manifolds. The type
of examples we will see here are toric manifolds, which are a special case of a toric
variety. As we shall see, they are only quasi-toric manifolds in certain circumstances.
Toric varieties appear as the compactification of the action of (C∗ )n on itself along
a general orbit. More formally, we define a toric variety as follows:
Definition 2.2.1. [9] and [18]. A toric variety is a normal variety, M , which contains
an algebraic torus, Tn ∼
= (C∗ )n = (C \ {0})n , as a Zariski open set in such a way that
M has an action of Tn which extends the natural action of Tn on itself .
Note that the algebraic torus, Tn , is different from the torus that has appeared
before, which was T n = (S 1 )n . It is for this reason that we call it the algebraic torus.
Before we can look at when these toric varieties are also quasi-toric manifolds we
will need some preliminaries.
Definition 2.2.2. [9]. A polyhedral cone spanned by a finite set of vectors l1 , . . . , ls ∈
Rn is the set
σ = {r1 l1 + · · · + rs ls ∈ Rn |ri > 0}.
A polyhedral cone is rational if the generating vectors can be taken as vectors in
Zn and is strongly convex if it does not contain a line through the origin. Strongly
convex, rational polyhedral cones will be referred to as cones. Cones have faces and
facets since they are convex polyhedra as they are the intersection of a finite number
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of half spaces bounded by supporting hyperplanes, but they are not compact. The
faces are the intersection of the cone with some of these hyperplanes.
A cone is simplicial if it is generated by part of a basis for Rn and is non-singular
if in addition it is generated by part of a basis for Zn .
Definition 2.2.3. [9] A fan is a set of cones, Σ, of cones in Rn such that
• every face of a cone in Σ is in Σ,
• the intersection of any two cones in Σ is a face of both.
A fan is complete if the union of all the cones in it is Rn . It is simplicial or
non-singular if all the cones in it are respectively simplicial or non-singular.
Fans are useful objects to study in conjunction with toric varieties because of the
fundamental varietal correspondence between toric varieties and fans. We will not go
into details of this correspondence here, other than to note its existence. Details can
be found in many places, notably [18].
We can use the fundamental varietal correspondence to look at the properties
of the varieties that correspond to those we have already seen for fans. If a fan is
complete then the corresponding variety is compact. Simplicial fans correspond to
orbifolds. Finally a variety corresponding to a non-singular fan is a smooth manifold;
in this case the toric variety is known as a toric manifold.
We would like to know when toric manifolds are also quasi-toric manifolds. Toric
manifolds are generated by fans and quasi-toric manifolds are generated by simple
combinatorial polytopes. However we can move between the underlying combinatorics
of these two settings. If we start with a simple combinatorial polytope, P n , we can
choose a representative for P ∗ which has vertices in Zn . We can then define a vector,
li , as the inward pointing normal vectors of the facet, Fi , for i = 1, . . . , m. It is
known from [9] that these vectors can be chosen as integer and primitive. We can
then define Σ(P ) the normal fan of P to be the fan defined on cones given by those
sets of vectors which correspond to sets of facets with non empty intersections. We
call a fan strongly polytopal if it is realisable as the normal fan of a simple polytope.
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We can construct a simple polytope from a fan as the dual of the underlying
simplicial complex provided that this is a polytopal sphere, i.e. combinatorially
equivalent to the boundary of a simplicial polytope. We will call such a fan weakly
polytopal. The underlying simplicial complex of a fan is the simplicial complex with
vertex set given by the end points of all the vectors which define cones in the fan,
and simplices for a given set of vertices if and only if there is a cone defined by those
vectors.
Let Σ be a fan and MΣ the corresponding variety. Since MΣ is a toric variety
it has an action of Tn and thus has an action of T n ⊂ Tn . Furthermore, if Σ is
non-singular then MΣ is a manifold. So when is MΣ a quasi-toric manifold as well
as a toric manifold? It turns out that when Σ is weakly polytopal, with P being the
simple polytope dual to the underlying simplicial complex, then MΣ is a quasi-toric
manifold and has combinatorial data (P, Λ) where the columns of Λ are given by the
vectors li which define Σ. When in addition Σ is strongly polytopal then MΣ is also
projective, i.e. a variety that can be embedded as a complex submanifold of CP N
for some N . Also we have from [9] that any projective toric manifold is a quasi-toric
manifold.
It is important to note that not all quasi-toric manifolds are toric manifolds. The
action of Tn restricts naturally to an action of T n , but an action of T n may not extend
to an action of Tn . This is demonstrated well by the following observation.
An important fact about toric manifolds is that the sign of each vertex will be
+1, because the calculation of sign uses the matrices A and Λ and we have AT = Λ,
so Sign(v) = (det Λv )2 . Thus any quasi-toric manifold which does not have the sign
of each vertex being +1 cannot be a toric manifold. For example the pair (P42 , Λ)
where P42 is the 2 dimensional polytope with four facets (the square) and


Λ=

1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1

which gives the labeling of the facets as
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A

B

6
-

D

6

C

which is not a toric manifold as the sign of vertices A, B and D are -1, while the sign
of vertex C is 1.

2.3

Symplectic Geometry

In this section we will look at symplectic geometry. Symplectic geometry provided
examples in Hamiltonian T n -manifolds which inspired toric topology. The study of
these manifolds gives rise to a type of polytopes that will be important later, Delzant
polytopes. Symplectic geometry concerns the geometry of symplectic manifolds.
Definition 2.3.1. [1] A symplectic manifold is a pair (M, ω) where M is a smooth
manifold and ω is a closed non-degenerate 2-form.
What then is a closed non-degenerate 2-form? A 2-form can be written as, for
some choice of coordinates xi ,
ω(x1 , x2 ) =

2
X

fi,j dxi ∧ dxj

i,j=1

with dxi ∧ dxj = −dxj ∧ dxi and some functions fi,j . It is closed when its exterior
derivative is identically 0 and non-degenerate if it is not 0 itself.
What this means in practice is that a symplectic manifold is a manifold together
with a function that gives each tangent space the structure of a symplectic vector
space in such a way that the structure at a point x varies smoothly with x. A
symplectic vector space is a vector space with ω a non-degenerate skew-symmetric
bilinear form. A simple result in [1] shows us that a symplectic vector space must be
even dimensional.
The existence of such a 2-form on M implies that M must be of even dimension, because its tangent space at any point is even dimensional. An automorphism
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of a symplectic manifold which preserves the 2-form will be known as a symplectomorphism. A group action is symplectic if each element of the group defines a
symplectomorphism.
A natural question to ask is when symplectic manifolds are also quasi-toric manifolds. To be a quasi-toric manifold a manifold must have a torus of appropriate
dimension acting on it. Naturally on a symplectic manifold that action should preserve the symplectic structure, i.e., be one where every element of the group defines
a symplectomorphism.
An important class of symplectic manifold are manifolds with Hamiltonian actions
of some lie group G. Since we are interested in symplectic manifolds that are also
quasi-toric manifolds, we will only look at symplectic manifolds with Hamiltonian
torus actions. Hamiltonian actions preserve the symplectic structure of the manifold.
Definition 2.3.2. [6] A Hamiltonian T n -manifold is a triple (M 2n , ω, µ) consisting
of a symplectic manifold (M, ω) and a map µ : M → (Rn )∗ called the momentum
map.
The momentum map is from the manifold to the dual of the Lie algebra of T n and
defines the Hamiltonian action. It is constant on the orbits of T n , is locally modelled
on the standard action of T n on Cn and identifies M 2n /T n with the polytope P n [13].
It should also be noted that the toric manifolds of section 2.2 are symplectic manifolds
with Hamiltonian torus action, with symplectic structure given by the Kähler form;
for details see [1].
The natural question to ask at this point is when are quasi-toric manifolds also
symplectic manifolds with Hamiltonian actions? The answer to this question actually
predates the definition of a quasi-toric manifold and was provided by Delzant in [14].
Definition 2.3.3. [14] A polytope P n ⊂ Rn is called Delzant if and only if at each
vertex the normal vectors through each facet which meets the vertex form a Z-basis
for Zn
It is important to note that this condition applies to individual polytopes and not
to the combinatorial polytopes used in the construction of quasi-toric manifolds. This
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condition is expressed in the following equivalent way in [12]: “A Delzant polytope in
Rn is a convex polytope which is simple, rational and smooth. A rational polytope is
on where the edges meeting at a vertex, v, are of the form v + tuv,i for t > 0 and some
uv,i ∈ Zn . Such a polytope is smooth if for each vertex, v, we have that uv,1 , . . . , uv,n
can be chosen to be a Z-basis of Zn .”
Theorem 2.3.4. [14] There is a bijective correspondence between Delzant polytopes
and Hamiltonian toric manifolds.
While we will not include the proof of this here, we shall note that a Delzant polytope has canonically specified characteristic function given by the outward pointing
normal vectors of each facet. Furthermore, we know from [13] that the construction
used in the proof of this gives a manifold which is equivalent to the quasi-toric manifold constructed in the normal way from the polytope with this combinatorial data.
Since the Hamiltonian toric manifold given by the correspondence is a symplectic
manifold this gives us a canonical symplectic structure on any quasi-toric manifold
with combinatorial data (P, Λ), such that P has a canonical realisation, PD that is
Delzant and (P, Λ) is equivalent to the canonical combinatorial data for PD .

2.4

Combinatorics

We have seen three of our “vertex disciplines” so far. Toric topology gave us quasitoric manifolds and algebraic geometry and symplectic geometry showed us some
examples of these manifolds. The remaining “vertex discipline” is combinatorics,
which is slightly different. Combinatorics is part of the “toric tetrahedron” because
we have seen that quasi-toric manifolds are defined by their combinatorial data, which
consists of a polytope and a matrix.
In this section we will look at how combinatorics links with with toric topology,
as well as motivating and posing some questions that will form the basis of the work
on polytopes we will undertake in the rest of this thesis.
We saw in section 2.1 that the combinatorial data required for a quasi-toric manifold is not just the combinatorial polytope, but also a matrix defining a characteristic
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function. This matrix is required to fulfil the condition that the columns representing
each facet must form a basis of Zn when they meet at a vertex. Such a characteristic
function may not exist for certain polytopes, as in this example.
Example 2.4.1. [9, 1.17 and 5.26] Let x : R → Rn be a curve in Rn given by
t 7→ x(t) = (t, t2 , . . . , tn ).
We call this curve the moment curve and we define the cyclic polytope C n (t1 , . . . , tm )
to be the convex hull of the points x(t1 ), . . . , x(tm ). Since no more than n points
in this list can be coplanar, by the Vandemonde determinant, this is a simplicial
polytope.
Being simplicial, its dual is a simple polytope. For n > 4 and m > 2n this simple
polytope cannot admit any characteristic function. This is because any two facets
of this polytope have non empty intersection, so every pair of columns in Λ must be
extendable to a basis of Zn . However, since m > 2n and no columns are 0, there must
be a pair of columns which coincide modulo 2. These columns are not extendable to
a basis of Zn .
We do know however that a characteristic function must exist for any three dimensional polytope as this was proved by Davis and Januszkiewicz in [13] using the
four colour theorem.
When a characteristic function, and so a quasi-toric manifold, does exist for a
certain polytope we are able to discover information about the manifold directly
from the polytope. For a quasi-toric manifold M with data (P, Λ), we have that
dim H 2i (M 2n , Z) = hi
where hi is the i-th coefficient of the h-polynomial of the polytope (see definition
3.4.3). We also know, from theorem 3.2.11, that the invariants gi , which are defined
as
gi = hi+1 − hi ,
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are positive multiples of another set of invariants γi . If we could calculate these γi
for a given polytope, or at least show that they are positive as suggested in conjecture 3.2.14, then we would know that in this case dim H 2i (M 2n , Z) is an increasing
sequence which gives us strong information about the topology of M 2n .
For these reasons it is desirable to be able to calculate the combinatorial invariants
of polytopes exactly, if this is possible.
As we have seen we can use our knowledge of polytopes to learn about the quasitoric manifolds, similarly we will now see that we can use our knowledge of manifolds
to learn about polytopes. The g-theorem, 3.2.13, which gives conditions on a vector
with integer values for it to be the f -vector of simple polytope, was proved using
arguments on toric varieties the algebraic geometry counterpart of quasi-toric manifolds in [26]. This result was one of the first major break throughs in toric topology.
Later advances include, the Buchstaber invariant of a polytope, which is the maximal
dimension of freely acting subtorus on the moment angle complex, has emerged from
toric topology. It is a measure of how far a polytope is from being the quotient space
of a quasi-toric manifold. The Betti numbers of a polytope, which are an algebraic
invariant of the Stanley-Reisner ring can be identified with invariants of the cohomology ring of the moment angle complex. This has lead to the defining of a refined
version of the invariant; bigraded Betti numbers.
As we have seen so far, that it is desirable to study polytopes which admit characteristic functions. One of the major problems with doing this is finding such polytopes.
A combinatorial polytope is defined by any of its representatives, which in turn
are defined by finite collections of points or half spaces. Given a particular collection
of points or half-spaces it is not obvious to tell if such a polytope is simple, simplicial
or neither and these properties are some of the easier ones to determine. For a more
complicated property, such as Delzant polytopes, finding examples becomes distinctly
non-trivial. As such, polytopes are normally constructed indirectly and we will be
looking at a particular construction in later chapters.
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Next we will highlight a difference in the approaches of toric topology and polytope theory, one that we will look at later in this thesis. In all our discussions of
polytopes above we have referred to individual polytopes, their individual invariants
and characteristic functions. By way of contrast we will look at three sets of examples
of quasi-toric manifolds.
Example 2.4.2 (Motivating Example). Our first example here is the motivating
example we have seen before. The natural, coordinate wise action of T n on Cn over
Rn>, is the local case of all quasi-toric manifolds.
We can consider the face submanifolds of the motivating example and see that
for a face Rk> ⊂ Rn> has facial submanifold which is Ck ⊂ Cn .
Example 2.4.3 (Complex Projective Space). The second example we will consider
here is complex projective n-space. The action on this space is coordinate wise on
the homogeneous coordinates of CP n . The quotient space is the n-simplex.
Again considering the face submanifolds we see that any face of ∆n is a k-simplex
and that the action restricts to the face submanifold in such a way that the face
submanifold is CP k ⊂ CP n .
Example 2.4.4 (Bott Towers). The third example we will look at here are called Bott
towers, which can be found in [21]. A Bott tower is a family of compact complex
manifolds M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn , in which M1 = CP 1 and each successive stage Mi is
obtainable as the projectivisation of the sum of the trivial complex line bundle and
an arbitrary complex line bundle Li over the previous stage Mi−1 , together with
iterated fibre maps and distinguished sections. Given a complex manifold Mn with
appropriate fibration and section structure, we can deduce the intermediate manifolds
M2 , . . . , Mn−1 that make up a Bott tower. Thus, we shall refer to Mn as an n-step
Bott tower
For example,
1
CP
× .{z
. . × CP }1
|
n times

the n-fold product of CP 1 is an n-stage Bott tower.
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A construction of a general Bott tower is given in [21, §2.2]. Following this rather
technical construction, we get that an n-step Bott tower is given by n(n − 1)/2
integers, {cij }16i<j6n , and
Mn = (C2 \0)n /G
with G = (C× )n and action of its i-th factor defined by
c

[z1 , w1 , . . . , zn , wn ]ai = [z1 , w1 , . . . , zi ai , wi ai , . . . , zj , ai ij wj , . . .].
Bott towers are quasi-toric manifolds. An n-step Bott tower has a standard action
of T n ([21, §2.4]) given by
(λ1 , . . . , λn )[z1 , w1 , . . . , zn , wn ] = [z1 , λ1 w1 , . . . , zn , λn wn ].
The quotient space of any n-step Bott tower is the n cube, I n . The integers cij give
rise to the different characteristic functions for different Bott towers.
In [22] it is proved that any quasi-toric manifold over a cube is a Bott tower. Since
the facets of an n cube are (n − 1) cubes the face manifolds of a Bott tower are also
Bott towers.
These examples all occur in families, spanning multiple dimensions but all the
manifolds have very similar properties and definitions. It would be desirable if we
could find a way to study polytopes in a similar fashion.
We have seen what toric topology is and also some of the problems involved. Many
of these problems involve finding suitable polytopes to look at quasi-toric manifolds
over. We now state these problems as four questions which we will attempt to find
solutions for in the remainder of this thesis.
Question 1. Can we find families of polytopes that can underlie quasi-toric manifolds
with similar properties?
Question 2. What machinery can we develop to study the combinatorics of such
families?
Question 3. Can we construct polytopes which have canonical combinatorial data?
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Question 4. Can we calculate the combinatorial invariants of these polytopes?
As we have seen in this chapter, Question 3 can be answered if we can find a
construction of Delzant polytopes. If this construction forms families which answer
question 1 we could then use the solution of question 2 to answer question 4. This
leads to a final question:
Question 5. Can we answer all these questions with one type of polytope?
The answer is yes, and we shall see how and why in the following chapters.

Chapter 3
Polytope Theory
We have posed in the last chapter some questions motivated by toric topology which
require answers in the language of polytopes. In this chapter we will introduce the
main concepts and methods of polytope theory that will allow us to provide solutions
to these questions.

3.1

Polytopes

The study of polytopes, also called polyhedra, is one of the oldest areas of mathematics. It is one that is easily traced back to the ancient Greeks, in particular Plato.
In this section we will overview the basics of polytope theory.
Let us begin with the basic definitions, for which we shall follow the logical structure of [9]. There are two ways of defining a polytope.
Definition 3.1.1. A convex polytope is the convex hull of a finite number of points
in some Rn .
Definition 3.1.2. A convex polytope is an intersection of a finite number of halfspaces in some Rn .
Provided that the polytope given by the second definition is bounded, these definitions are equivalent as is proved in this theorem from Ziegler’s book. We will
therefore insist that our polytopes are bounded from now onwards.
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Theorem 3.1.3. [30, pp. 29 – 39] A bounded intersection of a finite number of
half spaces in Rn is the convex hull of a finite number of points in the same Rn .
Conversely, the convex hull of a finite number of points in Rn is the intersection of a
finite number of half spaces and is bounded.
Definition 3.1.4. The dimension of a polytope is the dimension of its affine hull.
We will normally assume that any n-dimensional polytope is embedded in Rn ,
particularly for the next set of definitions. In the definitions given here, a polytope
P n will be of dimension n.
Definition 3.1.5. The boundary of a polytope P n is the boundary of the polytope
as a subspace of Rn .
One of the nice properties of polytopes is that the boundary of any polytope is
the union of lower dimensional polytopes. To prove this we will have to define what
these polytopes are. We begin with the definition of a polytope as the intersection of
a finite number of half-planes. A supporting hyperplane is a hyperplane which defines
one of the half-spaces.
Definition 3.1.6. A face of a polytope is the intersection of the polytope and some
collection of supporting hyperplanes.
The polytope itself meets this definition, as does the empty set. We call all the
other faces proper faces. It is easy to see that the boundary of a polytope is the union
of all its proper faces.
We will have that the boundary of any polytope is the union of lower dimensional
polytopes if any face is also a polytope. This is true and we again refer the reader to
Ziegler’s book.
Lemma 3.1.7. [30, 2.3] A face of a polytope is a polytope in its own right. Furthermore if F is a face of P then the faces of F are the faces of P that are contained in
F.
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We will give some of these faces particular names as they are the ones we will
refer to often. A dimension 0 face is called a vertex, a dimension 1 face is called an
edge and a codimension 1 face is called a facet.
The faces of a polytope can be ordered by inclusion to give a partially ordered set,
which we will call the face poset. The face poset of a polytope defines an equivalence
relation on the set of all polytopes, combinatorial equivalence, and we will only study
polytopes up to this relation.
Definition 3.1.8. Two polytopes are combinatorially equivalent if there is a bijection
between their face posets.
A equivalence class of polytopes under this relation is called a combinatorial polytope. We can now distinguish certain classes of combinatorial polytopes which have
some nice properties.
Definition 3.1.9. A simplicial polytope is a polytope in which every proper face is
a simplex of appropriate dimension.
Definition 3.1.10. A simple polytope is a polytope, P n , where exactly n facets meet
at each vertex.
It is worth noting at this stage that faces of simple polytopes are also simple.
These are key definitions so I shall illustrate them with regards to the classical examples; the Platonic solids in R3 .
Example 3.1.11 (Tetrahedron). The tetrahedron, or 3-dimensional simplex, is the
convex hull of four points in general position. It has four triangular faces, with three
meeting at each vertex. It is both a simplicial polytope and a simple polytope.
Example 3.1.12 (Cube). The cube, I 3 , is the direct product of three unit intervals.
It has six square faces with three meeting at each vertex. It is a simple polytope only.
Example 3.1.13 (Octahedron). The octahedron, sometimes known as the 3 dimensional cross polytope, has eight triangular faces, with four meeting at each vertex.
Thus it is a simplicial polytope only.
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Example 3.1.14 (Dodecahedron). The dodecahedron has twelve pentagonal faces,
with three meeting at each vertex, making it a simple polytope but not a simplicial
polytope.
Example 3.1.15 (Icosahedron). The icosahedron has twenty triangular faces with
five meeting at each vertex, which means it is a simplicial polytope but not a simple
one.
The simplex is the only polytope which is both simplicial and simple. There is
an intrinsic relationship between these two properties; one is the dual of the other.
Definition 3.1.16. [9, 1.10] The dual of a polytope, P n , is
P ∗ = {x′ ∈ Rn |hx′ , xi > −1 ∀x ∈ P }.
Lemma 3.1.17. For a polytope P , the dual P ∗ is a polytope called the dual or polar
polytope.
Proof. Certainly the dual of a polytope is defined as the intersection of infinitely many
half spaces in Rn . If we can prove that only finitely many of these are necessary then
we will have shown that the dual of a polytope is itself a polytope, using definition
3.1.2 of a polytope.
Using the definition of a polytope as the convex hull of a finite set of points, we
have that any point, x, in P can be expressed as
x = t1 .v1 + . . . + tm .vm
where the vi are the vertices of P and the ti are positive real numbers with
Then we have that, for any x′ ,
m
m
X
X
′
hx , xi =
hx , ti .vi i =
ti hx′ , vi i.
′

i=1

i=1

Let us compare P ∗ with a new polytope
P ∆ = {x′ ∈ (Rn )∗ |hx′ , vi i > −1 ∀i}.

Pm

i=1 ti

= 1.

(3.1)
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Clearly we have that P ∗ ⊂ P ∆ since if hx′ , xi > −1 ∀x ∈ P then hx′ , vi i > −1∀i
as vi ∈ P . It remains to show that P ∆ ⊂ P ∗ . Let x∆ ∈ P ∆ and we have that
hx∆ , vi i > −1 for all i. We now examine hx∆ , xi for x ∈ P . We have by equation 3.1
that
hx∆ , xi =

m
X

ti hx∆ , vi i

i=1

>

m
X

ti .(−1)

i=1

= −

m
X

ti

i=1

since each hx∆ , vi i > −1. We know that

Pm

i=1 ti

= 1 and so x∆ ∈ P ∗ .

We have that P ∆ ⊂ P ∗ and P ∗ ⊂ P ∆ , so they are equal. Since P ∆ is a polytope,
the dual of a polytope is a polytope.
This duality gives rise to a third type of polytope that we will distinguish by
name, flag polytopes, along with simple polytopes and simplicial polytopes. Flag
polytopes are inspired by noticing that the boundary of a simplicial polytope is a
simplicial complex.
Definition 3.1.18. [9] A simplicial complex, K, is flag if for any set of vertices
{v1 , . . . , vl } such that the edge between vi and vj is in K for all 1 6 i < j 6 l, we
have that the simplex with vertices v1 , . . . , vl is in K.
We can use this property of simplicial complexes to define a property of polytopes
in the following ways.
Definition 3.1.19. [9] A simplicial polytope is flag if its boundary is flag.
Definition 3.1.20. [9] A simple polytope is flag simple if its dual is a flag polytope.
Finally in this section we should look at the direct product of two combinatorial
polytopes.
Definition 3.1.21. The direct product of two combinatorial polytopes, P n and Qm ,
is the combinatorial equivalence class of direct product of a representative of each
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polytope as subsets of Rn and Rm , which is a subset of Rn+m . We will write the
direct product of P and Q as P × Q.
Proposition 3.1.22. The direct product of two combinatorial polytopes is well defined. Furthermore for any two combinatorial polytopes P n and Qm , we have that
P × Q is a n + m-dimensional polytope and that the facets of P × Q are precisely the
products FP × Q for FP a facet of P and the products P × FQ for FQ a facet of Q.
Proof. Let P1n and P2n be representatives of the combinatorial equivalence class P n
m
m
and let Qm
1 and Q2 be representatives of the combinatorial equivalence class Q . We
n
m
have that P1n × Qm
1 and P2 × Q2 are possible representatives of P × Q, which will

be well defined if they are are combinatorially equivalent.
We know from [30, pg 9] that for any two non-combinatorial polytopes, P n and
Qm , we know that the face poset of P × Q consists of the products of a non-empty
face of P and a non empty face of Q, with ordering P1 × Q1 6 P2 × Q2 if and only if
P1 6 P2 and Q1 6 Q2 .
Thus we know that the face poset of P1n × Qm
1 consists of the products of a nonn
m
empty face of P1n and a non empty face of Qm
1 and that the face poset of P2 × Q2

consists of the products of a non-empty face of P2n and a non empty face of Qm
2 .
m
Because P1n and P2n are combinatorially equivalent, as are Qm
1 and Q2 , there is

a bijection between the face posets of each pair. These bijections give a bijection
n
m
between the face posets of P1n × Qm
1 and P2 × Q2 and the direct product is well

defined.
That P × Q is n + m dimensional follows directly from the definition of dimension.
Since P × Q is of dimension n + m, facets are faces of dimension n + m − 1. Since
they are faces, they are products of a non-empty face of P and a non-empty face of
Q. Thus they must be the product of either an n − 1 dimensional face of P and a m
dimensional face of Q or an n − 1 dimensional face of P and a m dimensional face
of Q. Which means a facet of P × Q is the product of either a facet of F and Q or
F and a facet of Q. Moreover all products of this type will be faces of dimension
n + m − 1 and so facets.
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Vectors

Having seen in the previous section what a polytope is, in this section we will look
at how polytopes have been studied and the main strategies that have been used to
investigate these objects.
Combinatorial polytopes are defined as abstract entities by their face posets. The
study of polytopes has historically centred around this fact, with the basic tool in
the armoury being the face vector.
Definition 3.2.1. The f -vector, also known as the face vector, of a polytope P n is
the integral vector
f (P ) = (f0 , . . . , fn−1 )
where fi is the number of i-dimensional faces of P n .
It is clear that the f -vector of a polytope is a combinatorial invariant since it
only depends on the face poset of the polytope. On the other hand it is also easy
to construct an example which shows that the f -vector is not unique to a particular
polytope.
Example 3.2.2. Let us examine the two 3 dimensional polytopes given in the following diagrams.

The figure on the left is the standard cube I 3 , with six 4-gon facets and f -vector
(8, 12, 6). The figure on the right has facets consisting of two 5-gons, two 4-gons and
two 3-gons. It also has f -vector (8, 12, 6).
Another aspect of convex polytopes which distinguishes them is their 1-skeleton,
the graph of their vertices linked by their edges. Another way of studying polytopes
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starts off by looking at the 1-skeletons of simple polytopes from the viewpoint of
Morse theory.
Definition 3.2.3. [9] Examine the 1-skeleton of a simple polytope, P n , which is embedded in some Rn . We can choose a linear function φ : Rn → R which distinguishes
all the vertices of P . This function shall be known as the height function. Such a
function is φ(x) = hd, xi for some vector, d, in Rn which is not parallel to any edge
of P .
We then define the index of a vertex, v, to be the number of vertices, w, connected
to v such that φ(v) > φ(w). We then define hi to be the number of vertices with
index i. Because P is simple we know that the maximum index of any vertex is n.
The h-vector, also known as the height vector, of P n is the vector
hφ (P ) = (h0 , . . . , hn )
This vector is a combinatorial invariant of a polytope as proved below.
Theorem 3.2.4. The h-vector is a combinatorial invariant and is independent of the
choice of φ.
Proof. (Adapted from [9, 1.20]) We will show that the h-vector is a combinatorial
invariant by proving that the h-vector can be written in terms of the f -vector, which
we already know to be combinatorially invariant.
Let P n be a simple polytope with f -vector (f0 , . . . , fn−1 ) and h-vector (h0 , . . . , hn ),
given by some height function φ. It is our intention to either express hi in terms of
the fj for all i or fj in terms of the hi for all j.
To do this we examine the faces of P n . Looking at a face F k , a k-dimensional
face of P n , we see that φ gives us unique top and bottom vertices. We shall denote
the top vertex of F by vF . Since P is simple we know that exactly k edges of F meet
at vF and so the index of vF > k. By the same reasoning we can see that each vertex

of index q is the top vertex of exactly kq faces of dimension k. Since each face has
exactly one top vertex and hq is the number of vertices of index q, we get the relation
X q 
hq
fk =
k
q>k
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as required.
This proof shows the equivalence of the approaches of using the faces and the
1-skeleton. It also shows that the h-vector is independent of the choice of height
function φ. We shall now use this equivalence to extend the definition of the h-vector
from simple polytopes to all polytopes.
Definition 3.2.5. For a polytope, P n , we define hi , for i from 0 to n, to be the
solutions of the equation,
h0 tn + . . . + hn−1 t + hn = (t − 1)n + f0 (t − 1)n−1 + . . . + fn−1 .
Then we define the h-vector of P n to be the vector
h(P ) = (h0 , . . . , hn ) .
In particular we have the relations
fk =

X q 
q>k

and

k

hq



k
X
k−i n − i
hk =
fi−1
(−1)
n−k
i=0

which match the relation given in theorem 3.2.4.

Theorem 3.2.6 (Dehn-Sommerville relations [9]). The h-vector of a simple n-dimensional
polytope is symmetric, i.e.
hi = hn−i , i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Proof. By theorem 3.2.4 we have that the original definition of the h-vector is independent of the choice of φ(x). In particular we can look at what happens when we use
ψ(x) = −φ(x) instead. For ease of reference we will refer to the index of a vertex, v, in
each case as indφ (v) or indψ (v) and the h-vector developed as hφ (P ) = (hφ0 , hφ1 , . . . , hφn )
and hψ (P ) = (hψ0 , hψ1 , . . . , hψn ).
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Because of the similarities between the functions, we have that indφ (v) is equal
to the total number of edges at v minus indψ (v). Since the polytope is simple, the
total number of edges at v is n, so we have indφ (v) = n − indψ (v). This means that
hφi = hψn−i
for all i = 0, 1, . . . , n. However 3.2.4 tells us that hφ = hψ and so we have
hi = hi−n ,

i = 0, 1, . . . , n

as required.
By a dual argument we have that.
Corollary 3.2.7. The Dehn-Sommerville relations also hold for simplicial polytopes.
Furthermore it is possible to show that.
Theorem 3.2.8. [9, 1.25] The Dehn-Sommerville relations are the most general
linear equations satisfied by the f -vectors, or equivalently h-vectors, of all simple (or
simplicial) polytopes.
However, we will not prove this explicitly here. This theorem tells us though that
if we want to know more about the vectors of polytopes we will have to restrict the
polytopes we study in some way. One way we can do this was introduced in the last
section, eventually we will look at just flag simple polytopes.
Since we are looking at a subset of simple (simplicial) polytopes we know that the
Dehn-Sommerville relations must hold. We have that the h-vector is symmetric and
so we know that ⌊ n2 ⌋ of the entries are repeated. We also know from the definition
of the h-vector that h0 = hn = 1. We can therefore look at two ways of reducing
the h vector of length n + 1 to a vector of length ⌊ n2 ⌋ + 1 which contains the same
information. The g-vector does this by recording the successive differences between
the entries of the h-vector. Alternatively, the γ-vector does this by rewriting the
equation which defines h-vector in terms of elementary symmetric polynomials in
t and 1. These two vectors arise from different way of considering the invariants.
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The g-vector comes from thinking about the invariants as vectors, while the γ-vector
arises from considering the invariants as polynomials.
Definition 3.2.9. The g-vector of a polytope, P n , is a vector g(P ) = (g0 , g1 , . . . , gm )
where g0 = 1, gi = hi − hi−1 and m = ⌊ n2 ⌋.
Definition 3.2.10. The γ-vector of a simple polytope, P n , is a vector γ(P ) =
(γ0 , γ1 , . . . , γm ) where the γi are defined to be the solutions of the equation,
n

h0 tn + . . . + hn−1 t + hn =

⌊2⌋
X

γi (1 + t)n−2i ti .

i=0

From the definitions we can derive relations between the g-vector and γ-vector.
Theorem 3.2.11. [5] We have that, for a simple polytope, P n ;


i
X
n
i
j n−i−j
γi (P ) = (−1)
(−1)
gj (P n )
i−j
j=0
for i = 0, . . . , ⌊ n2 ⌋. We conversely have that
n

gi (P ) = (n − 2i + 1)

i
X
j=0



n − 2j
1
γj (P n )
n−i−j+1 i−j

Proof. These relations come from simply rearranging the definitions of the g-vector
and γ-vector, both of which are defined in terms of the h-vector.
We can now look for relations on these vectors which tell us more than the DehnSommerville relations.
The g-vector gives rise to the g-theorem which gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for a vector to be the f -vector of a simple polytope.
Definition 3.2.12. [9, 1.27] For any two positive integers a and i there exists a
unique binomial i-expansion of the form
  

 
ai
ai−1
aj
a=
+
+ ··· +
i
i−1
j
where ai > ai−1 > . . . > aj > j > 1. Define

 



ai + 1
ai−1 + 1
aj + 1
hii
a =
+
+ ··· +
i+1
i
j+1
and 0hii = 0
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Theorem 3.2.13 (g-theorem). [9, 1.29] An integer vector (f0 , f1 , . . . , fn−1 ) is the
f -vector of a simple polytope if and only if the corresponding h-vector, (h0 , . . . , hn )
satisfies
1. hi = hn−i ∀i, the Dehn-Sommerville relations;
2. h0 6 h1 6 . . . 6 h⌊ n2 ⌋ ;
3. h0 = 1 and hi+1 − Hi 6 (hi − hi−1 )hii for i = 1, . . . ⌊ n2 ⌋ − 1.
This theorem was one of the major advances in polytope theory and one of the
first to use toric topology. The necessity of these conditions were proved by Stanley
in [26] and that the conditions are sufficient was proved by Billera and Lee in [2].
These conditions on the g-vector have lead to the conjecture of stricter conditions
on the γ-vector of flag simple polytopes.
Conjecture 3.2.14 (Gal’s Conjecture [19]). For a flag simple polytope we have
γi > 0

∀i.

Finally, we will introduce the concept of the Stanley-Reisner ring. It is a combinatorial invariant of simple polytopes which expresses the face poset as a ring.
Definition 3.2.15. [9] The face ring or Stanley-Reisner ring of a simple polytope P
with m facets, F1 , . . . , Fm , is the quotient ring
k(P ) = k[v1 , . . . , vm ]/IP
where k is a commutative ring with unit and IP is the ideal generated by all square
free monomials vi1 , . . . , vis such that Fi1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fis = ϕ in P and i1 < . . . < is .

3.3

Rings

In the previous two sections we have seen how polytopes have been studied in the
past. In this section we will look at a new approach that was introduced in [5]. We
will be considering a differential graded ring generated by combinatorial polytopes.
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For a ring structure we will require two operations, an addition and a multiplication. For a differential graded ring structure will also require a grading and a
differential operator. We will start with the grading, which we shall take to be twice
the dimension of the polytope. We will then define addition formally on polytopes of
the same dimension.
Definition 3.3.1. [5] We denote by P2n the abelian group generated by combinatorial
n-dimensional polytopes, with the zero given by the empty n-dimensional polytope.
When considering this addition we can think about taking the disjoint union of
two polytopes, although this operation does not have inverses. If we now define a
multiplication on elements of these groups we get a graded ring. We will base this
multiplication on the direct product of combinatorial polytopes.
Definition 3.3.2. [5] We denote by P =

P

n>0

P2n the graded commutative associa-

tive ring in which multiplication is given on the generators of the groups by the direct
product of combinatorial polytopes, and extended distributively to all elements. The
unit then corresponds to the 0 dimensional polytope, P 0 = (point). We call P the
ring of polytopes.
This multiplication is commutative because the operation of taking the direct
product of two non-combinatorial polytopes is commutative. It is for this reason
that we take the grading of P n to be 2n rather than n, because this gives P both
commutative and anti-commutative structure since it contains no elements of odd
grading.
We can finally define a differential operator to make P into a differential graded
ring.
Definition 3.3.3. Define d : P → P to be the map which takes a polytope to the
sum of its facets.
This is a differential operator because d(P2i ) ⊂ P2(i−1) and from proposition 3.1.22
we have
d(P1n1 × P2n2 ) = d(P1n1 ) × P2n2 + P1n1 × d(P2n2 ).

(3.2)
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We can mimic the construction of this ring structure to give subrings for that
correspond to certain types of polytopes. For example we know that the product of
two simple polytopes is simple we can create a ring of simple polytopes, PS .
Proposition 3.3.4. The ring of simple polytopes, PS , is a differential graded subring
of the ring of polytopes P.
Proof. We know that the grading of a polytope in PS is the same as in P, since in
both cases the grading is the dimension of the polytope. All that remains to show
is that PS is closed under d. This follows as the facets of a simple polytope are
simple.
We can do the same with simplicial polytopes to give a ring of simplicial polytopes,
P∆ , which by a similar argument is also a differential graded subring of P.

3.4

Polynomials

Along with the new algebraic approach to polytopes given in [5], a new approach
to the classical vector-based tools for studying polytopes is presented. This new
approach is to replace the vectors with a set of homogeneous polynomials which
encode the same data about the polytopes. We will replace the f -vector with the
f -polynomial.
Definition 3.4.1. The f -polynomial, also known as the face polynomial, of a polytope
P n is the homogeneous polynomial
f (P )(α, t) =

n
X

fi αi tn−i

i=0

where fi is the number of i-dimensional faces of P n .
Like the f -vector, the f -polynomial is a combinatorial invariant and, like the f vector, it is unable to distinguish all polytopes. However unlike the f -vector we have
the very powerful property
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Theorem 3.4.2. For a polytope P ∈ PS , we have that
f (dP )(α, t) =

∂
f (P )(α, t).
∂t

Proof. Let the facets of P n be Fin−1 for i = 1, . . . , m. Then
f (dP ) =

m
X

f (Fin−1 )(α, t).

i=1

On the other hand

n

X
∂
f (P )(α, t) =
(n − i)fi αi tn−i−1 .
∂t
i=0

Thus the theorem is proved if each face, Flj , of P is contained in exactly n − j facets
of P .
Let us examine a tower of faces Fl0 ⊂ Fl1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fln . We have that each Flj is
contained in strictly more facets than Flj+1 , that Fln is a facet and so is contained in
precisely 1 facet (itself) and that as P is simple, Fl0 is the intersection of precisely n
facets. Thus any face Flj is contained in exactly n − j facets as required.
This theorem will prove to be quite important later. We can also convert the
h-vector into a homogeneous polynomial.
Definition 3.4.3. [9] Examine the 1-skeleton of a simple polytope, P n , which is embedded in some Rn . We can choose a linear function φ : Rn → R which distinguishes
all the vertices of P . Such a function is φ(x) = hd, xi for some vector, d, in Rn which
is not parallel to any edge of P . This function gives a direction to every edge of P .
Let the set of vertices of P be V and the set of edges be E. We can define a
function w : V × E → {α, 1, t} such that w(v, e) is α if e exits v, is t if e enters v and
1 otherwise.
The h-polynomial, also known as the height polynomial, of P n is the polynomial
h(P )(α, t) =

XY

w(v, e).

v∈V e∈E

This will be a homogenous polynomial whenever every vertex of P has the same
number of edges joining at it. Because P is a simple polytope of dimension n, we
have that h(P )(alpha, t) is homogeneous of degree n.
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Proposition 3.4.4. For P ∈ PS we have that the h-polynomial as defined in 3.4.3
can be written as
h(P )(α, t) =

n
X

hi αi tn−i

i=0

where hi is the i-th entry of the h-vector.

Proof. Let P n be a simple polytope. Now let us examine

Q

e∈E

w(v, e) for a particular

vertex v. An edge, e contributes α if it exits v, t if it enters v and 1 if and only if the
intersection of e and v is empty. If we let iv be the number of incoming edges and jv
the number of outgoing edges we have that
Y

w(v, e) = αiv tjv .

e∈E

However since P is a simple polytope we have that jv = n − iv , furthermore we
have that iv is the index of v in the definition of the h-vector. Thus we have that
P
the coefficient of αi tn−i in the h-polynomial is v|ind(v)=i 1 which is the number of
vertices with index i, which is hi as required.

This proposition extends the definition of the h-polynomial from simple polytopes
to all polytopes. As was the case with the f - and h-vectors, the f - and h-polynomials
can be related by a change of coordinates.
Proposition 3.4.5. For a polytope, P n , we have
f (P )(α − t, t) = h(P )(α, t).
We can also re-express the Dehn-Sommerville relations in the new language.
Theorem 3.4.6 (Dehn-Sommerville relations [5]). The h-polynomial of a simple
n-dimensional polytope is symmetric in α and t, i.e.
h(P )(α, t) = h(P )(t, α).
Proof. By proposition 3.4.4 we have that h(P )(α, t) =
that
h(P )(t, α) =

n
X
i=0

hi ti αn−i =

n
X
j=0

Pn

i=0

hi αi tn−i . So we have

hn−j αj tn−j
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after the substitution j = n − i. By comparing coefficients we see that h(P )(α, t) =
h(P )(t, α) precisely when hi = hn−i for all i = 0, . . . , n. This is the Dehn-Sommerville
relation for vectors.
Since the Dehn-Sommerville relations show that for a simple polytope the hpolynomial is symmetric in α and t. By the fundamental theorem of symmetric
polynomials, we can rewrite the h-polynomial in terms of the elementary symmetric
polynomials.
Definition 3.4.7. The γ-polynomial of a simple polytope, P n , is the polynomial
n

γ(P )(τ ) =

⌊2⌋
X

γi τ i

i=0

where a = (α + t), b = αt, τ =

b
a2

and the γi are defined to be the solutions of the

equation
n

h(P n )(α, t) =

⌊2⌋
X

γi an−2i bi .

i=0

n

This definition gives us that h(P )(α, t) = an γ(P )(τ ). We also notice that when
α = 1 the equation defining the γi is the same as the one used for the γ-vector,
meaning that the γi are the same in both cases, as the notation suggests. The
conjectured conditions on the γ-vector can then be restated for the γ-polynomial.
Conjecture 3.4.8 (Gal’s Conjecture [19]). For a flag simple polytope the γ-polynomial
has all non-negative coefficients.
We will also introduce one new type of polynomial at this point. An advantage
that the ring of polytopes gives us is that instead of looking at equations in Z[t],
or Z[α, t], we can instead look at P[t] which can give us a more nuanced invariant
polynomial for our polytopes. We shall now take a brief look at a generalization of
the approach that gave us the f -polynomial to this new setting.
Definition 3.4.9. [7] The generalised face polynomial of a polytope P n ∈ P is a map
F : P → P[t] given by
F (P )(t) =

n
X

dk (P )tk

k=0

where dk is the map which takes P to the sum of the codimension k faces of P .
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We will fix 00 = 1 so that F (P )(0) = P for all P . It is shown in [7] that in
general the dk do not commute with each other, but that they do commute when P
is a simple polytope. Indeed we have that the F -polynomial coincides with
F (P )(t) =

n
X

dk (P )

k=0

tk
k!

when P ∈ PS . In this case the F -polynomial obeys the same differential relations as
the f -polynomial does in theorem 3.4.2.
Theorem 3.4.10. [7] For a polytope P ∈ PS , we have
F (dP )(t) =

d
F (P )(t).
dt

Proof. Since the dP is a collection of n − 1 dimensional polytopes,
n−1
X

n−1

tk X k+1
tk
F (dP ) =
d (dP ) =
d (P ) .
k! k=0
k!
k=0
k

We also have that
n

n

n−1

X
X
tl−1 X l
tl−1
tk
d
l
k+1
F (P )(t) =
=
=
ld (P )
d (P )
d (P )
dt
l!
(l − 1)! k=0
k!
l=0
l=1
as required.
Armed with these techniques, let us now go in search of some polytopes which
will answer the questions posed at the end of the last chapter.

Chapter 4
Nestohedra
We ended the Motivation chapter by posing four questions to which we would like to
find answers. In this chapter we will examine an answer to the third question:
Question 3. Can we construct polytopes which have canonical combinatorial data?
In order to do this we will look at a recent method of constructing polytopes called
nestohedra. In this chapter we will define these polytopes, examine some examples
and look at what can be said about them. We will then look at their links to Toric
Topology, show that they are Delzant and demonstrate their canonical combinatorial
data.

4.1

Definition

In this section we will overview the construction of nestohedra from [24]. We will
be constructing these polytopes using a Minkowski sum, so we will start by defining
this.
Definition 4.1.1. The Minkowski sum of two subsets, A and B, of some Rn is the
set of points
A + B := {c = (c1 , . . . , cn )|ci = ai + bi ∀a = (a1 , . . . , an ) ∈ A, b = (b1 , . . . , bn ) ∈ B}.
The polytopes are then built out of the appropriately named building sets.
49
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Definition 4.1.2. A building set, B, is a set of subsets of [n + 1], the set consisting
of the first n + 1 integers, such that
1. If S1 , S2 ∈ B such that S1 ∩ S2 6= Φ then S1 ∪ S2 ∈ B.
2. The set {i} ∈ B for all i ∈ [n + 1].
A building set is called connected if [n + 1] ∈ B.
For a graph, Γ, on n+1 nodes any numbering of the nodes produces a building set
B(Γ). This building set consists of all non-empty subsets, I ⊂ [n + 1], such that the
induced graph Γ|I is connected. A building set constructed from a graph in this way
will be called a graphical building set. A connected graph will produce a connected
building set.
Taking this set we then construct the nestohedron by converting the building set
to a set of simplices and then adding them together using the Minkowski sum.
Definition 4.1.3. For a building set B, the nestohedron, PB , is the Minkowski sum
PB =

X

∆S

S∈B

where ∆S := ConvexHull{ei |i ∈ S} and ei is the tip of the standard unit basis vector.
A nestohedron with a connected building set will be called connected.
A useful property of Minkowski sums is that the Minkowski sum of two orthogonal
subsets of Rn is the direct product of those subsets. Conversely, a direct product can
be regarded as the Minkowski sum of its factors provided that those factors are
embedded orthogonally in some Rn . This gives us a useful property of nestohedra.
Theorem 4.1.4. The direct product of two nestohedra is a nestohedron.
Proof. Let us consider two nestohedra PA and PB with building sets A on [n] and

B on [m] respectively. We will let X be the set {x + n|x ∈ S} S ∈ B , which
is B under a renumbering of elements. We now consider the nestohedron PC with

building set C on [n + m] defined by C := A ∪ X By the property just discussed, we
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see that the nestohedron PC is the product of PA and PX . It is also clear from the
construction that PB = PX and so we have
PC = PA × PB .

With this result we know that we can mimic the construction of PS with nestohedra to give a ring PN .
Corollary 4.1.5. The ring of nestohedra, PN , is a graded subring of PS .
Proof. We need to check multiplicative closure and the presence of the multiplicative
identity in PN . Multiplicative closure is given by 4.1.4. The multiplicative identity

is P 0 , which is a nestohedron with building set {1} .

We would also like PN to be a differential graded subring and we will see that it

is later.

4.2

Examples

In this section we will look at some examples of polytopes which can be constructed
as nestohedra. These polytopes are sometimes famous polytopes that appear in other
parts of the literature, so we will have a brief look at the history of the polytope in
these cases.
Because this construction is not intuitively obvious we will start by looking at
illustrated examples of all possible two dimensional connected nestohedra, since there
are sufficiently few of them to give a complete illustrated list. There are 30 possible
connected building sets on four elements up to isomorphism, which is why we will
not also illustrate the possible three dimensional nestohedra.
The two dimensional nestohedra are those with building sets on three elements,
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they are listed here up to isomorphism.








{1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2, 3}

(4.1)

{1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}

(4.2)

{1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 2, 3}

(4.3)

{1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}

(4.4)

These nestohedra are shown in the following diagrams.
4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

Having seen all the possible two dimensional nestohedra we will now look at some
specific examples in other dimensions.
Example 4.2.1 (The Simplex). The n-dimensional simplex is a nestohedron. It has
the building set consisting of the n + 1 singleton sets and [n + 1] the set containing
the first n + 1 natural numbers. The Minkowski sum is then the sum of n + 1 single
points and the n-simplex, which is clearly the n-simplex. In two dimensions it is
labelled above as 4.1.
One of the major calculations for any type of polytope is to find f0 , the number
of vertices each polytope has. The n-dimensional simplex has n + 1 vertices.
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Example 4.2.2 (The Cube). The n-dimensional cube is also a nestohedron. It has
two possible building sets, either the building set consisting of all the singleton sets
and all sets of the form {1, 2, 3, . . . , i} for 2 6 i 6 n + 1 or the building set containing
all the singleton sets and all pairs {2i − 1, 2i} for 1 6 i 6 n. Only the first one
of these building sets is connected, although the second is graphical so is useful to
use on some occasions. In two dimensions the first construction is the 4-gon and is
labelled above as 4.2.
These two building sets produce the same polytope, because they are constructed
in the same basic way as the cube. In both cases the n + 1-dimensional nestohedra
can be obtained as the direct product of the n-dimensional nestohedra and the unit
interval. Both building sets then produce the cubes because their 1 dimensional
versions are the only possible 1 dimensional polytope, the unit interval.
Looking now at the number of vertices each polytope has, we see that this construction has 2n vertices.
In future examples the words “all the singleton sets and” will be omitted from the
definition of a building set, since the presence of these sets is mandated by condition
2.
The following examples appear in many places in the literature, particularly in
[24] and [5].
Example 4.2.3 (The Associahedron). The n-dimensional associahedron is a nestohedron. This polytope is also known as the Stasheff polytope and gives a geometric
representation to the number of possible products of n+2 numbers in a non-associative
algebra. The representation is expressed as a bijection between vertices of the associahedron in such a way that any two vertices are connected by an edge if and only
if the differ by precisely one set of brackets.
Historically these polytopes have been named as Kk for k > 3, but we will denote
them as Asn where n is the dimension of the polytope for notational consistency
with the other polytopes we are studying here. The relation between n and k is that
k = n + 2.
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This polytope was first introduced by Stasheff in [27] in 1963 as the parameter
spaces of “higher associativities”. Stasheff did not initially give a realisation of the
associahedron as a polytope, this was done independently by Milnor (unpublished),
Haimen (1984) and Lee (1989). There have since been several other definitions found,
all of which are shown to be the same by their isomorphic Stanley-Reisner rings. For
a more detailed history of the associahedron I would advise the reader to look at [28]
by Stasheff.
One way the associahedron can be defined is as the polytope with face poset which
is isomorphic to the set of partial bracketings of n + 2 algebraic elements, for example
a1 · (a2 · a3 ) · a4 .
The incidence relation is that face A is contained in face B if the bracketing for
A can be obtained from that for B by removing pairs of brackets. Two faces have
non-empty intersection if there exists a third face which is contained in both of them.
Another definition of this polytope is as a representation of the number of ways
to divide an n + 3-gon by non-interesting lines between vertices (diagonals). A face
of codimension k will correspond to a division of the n + 3-gon by k diagonals. The
incidence relation for these faces is defined analogously to the incidence relation for
the previous definition.
The number of vertices of the n-dimensional associahedron is given by the Catalan

2n
1
.
numbers Cn = n+1
n
As a nestohedron, it has the graphical building set that comes from the line graph

on n + 1 nodes. This graph produces the building set which contains every subset
of the form {i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, j} for i < j. The two-dimensional associahedron is
labelled above as 4.3 and is the 5-gon.
Example 4.2.4 (The Permutohedron). The n-dimensional permutohedron is a nestohedron. The n-dimensional permutohedron is the polytope that represents the ways
to permute n + 1 numbers: it can be defined as the polytope with corners with coordinates given by all the possible permutations of n + 1 distinct numbers. All of these
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points become vertices and so the number of vertices of the n-dimensional permutohedron is the same as the number of elements of the symmetric group on n elements,
n!.
This polytope was first studied by Schoute in [25] (1911). The term permutohedron was first coined by Guibaud and Rosenstiehl in [20] (1963).
As a nestohedron, it has the graphical building set that comes from the complete
graph on n + 1 nodes. This graph produces the building set which contains every
possible subset of [n + 1]. In two dimensions the permutohedron is labelled above as
4.4 and is the 6-gon.
Example 4.2.5 (The Cyclohedron). Our next example is called the cyclohedron. It
is a graphical nestohedron from the cyclic graph on n + 1 nodes. This graph produces
the building set which contains every subset of the form {i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, j} mod
n + 1. This polytope was also recognized by Stasheff in [27] and is also known as the
Bott-Taubes polytope.
In two dimensions the cyclohedron is identical to the permutohedron and is shown
in the above diagrams labelled as 4.4. This duplication is due to the low number of
connected building sets on three elements and thus possible two dimensional nestohedra.
Example 4.2.6 (The Stellohedron). Our final example in this section only appears
as a nestohedron. The n-dimensional stellohedron is a graphical nestohedron based
on the star graph on n + 1 nodes. This graph produces the building set on [n + 1]
which contains every subset containing the element 1. Similarly to the cyclohedron,
the 2 dimensional stellohedron is identical to one of our previous examples, in this
case the 2 dimensional associahedron, and is shown in the above diagrams labelled
as 4.3.
The number of vertices of the n-dimensional stellohedron is given in [24] as
Pn m!
r=0 r! which is an unnamed sequence, referred to only as A000522 from Sloan’s OnLine Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences. This is a change from the famous sequences
we have seen for our other examples.
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4.3

Background

In this section we will summarise what is known about nestohedra. This consists
of the papers by Posnikov [23], Zelevinski [29], Postnikov, Reiner and Williams [24],
Buchstaber [5], Erkhovets [15] and Volodin [31]. The term nestohedron does not
appear until [24], but for convenience I will use the terminology that we have used
so far irrespective of whether the paper being discussed uses it.
In [23], nestohedra are introduced as generalised permutohedra, those polytopes
which can be obtained from a permutohedron by parallel transport of the facets.
The definition as a Minkowski sum is given as an alternative. This definition differs
slightly from the one that we are using, in that it includes a set of non-negative
parameters which act as multipliers on the terms of the Minkowski sum. Since we
are dealing only with combinatorial polytopes and these parameters do not affect the
combinatorial type of the sum they can be omitted. They are however important
when considering non-combinatorial properties of nestohedra.
Theorem 4.3.1. [23, 6.3] A nestohedron is a generalised permutohedron.
Proof. Here we will use the alternative definition of a nestohedron. For Y = {yI } a
set of non-negative parameters for each I ⊂ [n] then we define a polytope,
PnY ({yI }) =

X

y I ∆I

I⊂[n]

where ∆I is as in the definition of nestohedra that we used earlier. For a building set
B this agrees exactly with our definition 4.1.3 when yI = 1 for I ∈ B and 0 otherwise.
The theorem holds because with this definition the Minkowski sum of two nestohedra is the nestohedron defined by the coordinate-wise sum of their parameter sets.
A construction that appears in [23] is equivalent to our nestohedra. This construction is also in [24] and features prominently in [29].
Definition 4.3.2. [23, 7.3] A nested set N ⊂ B where B is a building set is one
where the following three conditions hold:
1. For any I, J ∈ N we have that either I ⊂ J, J ⊂ I or I ∩ J = φ.
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2. If J1 , . . . , Jk ∈ N is a collection of disjoint subsets with k > 2 then their union
is not in B.
3. N contains all sets in B that are maximal under inclusion.
The nested complex N (B) is the poset of all nested sets of B ordered by inclusion.
We will use Bmax to denote the set of maximal elements of B under inclusion.
The equivalence of the nested complex to a nestohedron is given in [23], the proof
being rather technical so it will be omitted here.
Theorem 4.3.3. [23, 7.4] The face poset of a nestohedron NB ordered by reverse
inclusion is isomorphic to the nested complex defined on the same building set.
Postnikov in [23] then goes on to given an explicit expression of the face corresponding to each nested set, and to connect the nested sets to trees. This allows
him to calculate the f -polynomial of a nestohedron (although he uses an equivalent
polynomial) as:
Corollary 4.3.4. The f -polynomial of a nestohedron PB with building set B is given
by
f (PB )(α, t) =

X

αn−|N | t|N |−1 .

N ∈N (B)

In [23], Postnikov goes on to calculate geometrical properties of generalised permutohedra as real polytopes. The main properties he looks at are the volume, the
possible subdivisions and the number of integer lattice points contained within the
interior of the polytopes. Since these properties are not invariants of combinatorial
polytopes, we shall now leave this paper to examine the work of Zelevinsky in [29].
Zelevinsky starts from the opposite direction to Postnikov. Beginning with a
building set, B on [n], he gives its nested complex a rank, rk(B) = n − Bmax . He
then goes on to define a link decomposition of a nested complex.
Definition 4.3.5. For C ∈ B − Bmax the link decomposition of C is
N (B)C = {N ′ ⊂ B − Bmax − {C} : N ′ ∪ {C} ∈ N (B)}.
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There follows some study of these link decompositions with regards to two other
concepts regarding building sets. For C ⊂ [n] and B a building set on [n] we have
the restriction
B|C = {I ⊂ C : I ∈ B}
and the contraction
C\B = {I ⊂ [n] − C : I ∈ BorC ∪ I ∈ B}.
Zelevinsky goes on to show that
N (B)C ∼
= N (B|C × C\B)
as well as providing some properties of the rank of a nested set.
Zelevinsky then proceeds to realise a nested complex as a nested fan in a real
vector space of dimension rk(B). To do this he begins with a building set B on [n].
We can then define for any I ⊂ [n] the vector
eI =

X

ei ∈ Zn ⊂ Rn

i∈I

where the ei are the standard basis vectors in Zn . Now we pass to the vector space of
dimension rk(B) = n − Bmax by means of a projection π : Rn → V which takes Rn to
V , the quotient space of Rn by the linear span of the vectors EC for C ∈ Bmax . We
insist that the standard lattice, L, in V is the image under π of the standard lattice
Zn in Rn . Finally we will denote π(eI ) as ēI .
We now have a set of rays in a real vector space of dimension rk(B). We also
know some properties of these rays.
Proposition 4.3.6. [29, 5.1 (1)] For every maximal nested set N , the vectors ēI for
I ∈ N form a Z-basis for L.
Proposition 4.3.7. [29, 5.1 (2)] Every vector v ∈ L has a unique expansion
v=

X

cI ēI

I∈B−Bmax

such that all cI > 0 and the set {I : cI > 0} is nested.
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The properties ensure that the following fan is smooth, complete and simplicial
in V .
Definition 4.3.8. [29, 5.2] The nested fan ∆(B) of a building set B consists of the
fans R>N for N ∈ N (B), where R>N is the cone
)
(
X
rI ēI ∈ V |rI > 0 .
R>N =
I∈N

Having defined this nested fan, Zelevinsky introduces the polytopes that we know
as nestohedra as nested polytopes.
Theorem 4.3.9. [29, 6.1] The nested fan ∆(B) is the normal fan of a simple complex polytope. This polytope can be explicitly expressed as the set of all n-tuples,
(x1 , . . . , xn ), of real numbers such that:
X

xi = 0

(C ∈ Bmax )

(4.5)

C ∈ Bmax )

(4.6)

i∈C

X

xi 6 |I|(2|C|−1 − 2|I|−1 )

(I

i∈I

Zelevinsky goes on to consider the case of graphical building sets, particularly
how this change affects nested set complexes. He also shows that 2-dimensional faces
of nested polytopes must have either 3, 4, 5 or 6 sides and that 2-dimensional faces
of graphical nested polytopes cannot have 3 sides.
From our point of view it is important to emphasize that the two definitions by
Postnikov and Zelevinsky actually produce polytopes of the same combinatorial type,
since they both represent the nested set complex of the building set. Furthermore,
Zelevinsky’s construction of the nestohedra as the simple polytope with a certain
normal fan gives us that:
Theorem 4.3.10. Nestohedra are Delzant polytopes.
Proof. We recall that a polytope is Delzant if at each vertex the normal vectors
through each facet which meets the vertex form a Z-basis for Zn . By property 4.3.6
the realisation of nestohedra as nested polytopes has this property.
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We will now move on and summarize the results from the paper by Postnikov,
Reiner and Williams [24]. This paper is more concerned with the combinatorial
invariants of the polytopes it covers. We will only look here at what it says about
nestohedra and shall begin with the simple results. It is important to note that it
includes the definition of nestohedra that we have considered to be standard.
The first result of note on the combinatorial nature of nestohedra is that
Theorem 4.3.11 (6.5). [24] A nestohedron with building set B on [n + 1] is a simple
polytope of dimension n + 1 − Bmax .
In particular this means that nestohedra with connected building sets on [n + 1]
have dimension n. Postnikov et al. next examine when a nestohedron is flag. They
do this by looking again at the nested set complex. Before stating the theorem on
when nestohedra are flag we shall specify two conditions that are similar to those for
a nested set.
Definition 4.3.12. A set N ⊂ B − Bmax where B is a building set has property N
if the following two conditions hold:
1. For any I, J ∈ N we have that either I ⊂ J, J ⊂ I or I ∩ J = φ.
2. If I, J ∈ N are such that I ∩ J = φ then their union is not in B.
We can then state the conditions for a nestohedron to be flag.
Proposition 4.3.13 (7.1). [24] For a building set B the following are equivalent.
1. The nestohedron PB is flag.
2. The nested sets of B are precisely those which have property N .
3. If J1 , . . . , Jk ∈ B with l > 2 are pairwise disjoint and their union is in B, then
they can be reindexed so that both J1 ∪ . . . ∪ Jk and Jk+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Jl are in B.
In particular, graphical building sets have the second property and so we have the
corollary that:
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Corollary 4.3.14. [24, 7.2] All graphical nestohedra are flag.
The paper of Postnikov et al. goes on to show that the Gal conjecture holds for
a certain class of nestohedra, chordal nestohedra, which are nestohedra with chordal
building sets.
Definition 4.3.15. [24, 9.2] A chordal building set B on [n] is one which satisfies
the condition: for any I = {i1 < . . . < ir } ∈ B and s = 1, . . . , r, the subset
{is , is+1 , . . . , ir } also belongs to B.
The name chordal comes from graph theory. A chordal graph is one with no
induced k-cycles for k > 4. Equivalently a chordal graph, G, is one in which the
nodes can be labelled by numbers in [n] in such a way that any induced subgraph
G|{i<j<k} that contains the edges (i, j) and (i, k) also contains the edge (j, k).
Proposition 4.3.16. [24, 9.4] A graphical building set is chordal precisely when the
graph is a perfectly labelled chordal graph.
These building sets are of particular importance because the main result of [24]
is to show that:
Theorem 4.3.17. [24, 11.13] The Gal conjecture holds for chordal nestohedra.
I will not give the complete proof here since it takes up much of the paper and
involves combinatorial arguments which we will make no further use of. We will
however give an overview of some particular results which enable them to reach this
end.
The paper starts by considering trees. A tree is a graph with no cycles or repeated
edges. A rooted tree is a tree with a distinguished node. Such a tree induces a partial
ordering on its nodes with i < j if j lies on the unique path from i to the root. For a
rooted tree, T , we denote by T6i the rooted tree consisting of i and its descendants.
They define a B-tree for a connected building set, B, as the rooted tree with the
properties
1. For any i, we have T6i ∈ B.
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2. For k > 2 incomparable nodes i1 , . . . , ik ∈ [n] one has

Sk

j=1

T6ij 6∈ B.

The second condition needs only be stated with k = 2 for flag building sets. For a
tree we can define the descent number, des(T ) to be the size of the minimum covering
relation of the tree considered as a poset.
There is then a bijection between B-trees and maximal nested sets and we have
the relation that
h(t, 1) =

X

tdes(T )

T

where T is any B-tree.

The next step is to develop another object from a connected building set. A
B-permutation is a permutation ω on [n] such that for any i we have that ω(i) and
max{ω(1), . . . , ω(i)} are in the same connected component of the restricted building
set B|{ω(1),...,ω(i)} .
For a permutation we call i a descent if ω(i) > ω(i + 1). A double descent is when
both i and i + 1 are descents and a final descent is when n − 1 is a descent. The
descent number of a permutation des(ω) is the number of descents. We shall define
Sn (B) to be the set of B-permutations and S̃n (B) to be the set of B-permutations
that do not include any double descents or final descents.
Postnikov et al. then proceed to show that there is a bijection between the set
of B-trees and Sn (B) such that des(ω) 6 des(T ) with equality precisely for chordal
building sets. This means that for chordal building sets we have the expression
h(t, 1) =

X

tdes(ω) .

ω∈Sn (B)

By studying the descent numbers of B-permutations they can then express the hpolynomial as
h(t, 1) =

X

tpeak(ω)−1 (t + 1)n+1−2peak(ω) ,

ω∈S̃n (B)

which proves the Gal conjecture for chordal nestohedra.
In [15] this method was extended to cover the class of graphical nestohedra developed from the bipartite connected graphs Km,n . The methods used in [5] will be
explained in future sections when they are employed.
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Lastly in this section we will consider the work in [31]. Volodin starts by reporting a result of Erokhovets that any nestohedron is combinatorially equivalent to a
nestohedron with a connected building set. Let B, B1 , . . . , Bn+1 be connected building sets on [n + 1], [k1 ], . . . , [kn+1 ]. We define B(B1 , . . . , Bn+1 ) as the building set on
[ki + . . . + kn+1 ] consisting of elements Si ∈ Bi and ⊔i∈S [ki ] where S ∈ B.
Theorem 4.3.18. [31] Let B, B1 , . . . , Bn+1 be connected building sets as above.
Then the nestohedron PB × PB1 × . . . × PBn+1 is combinatorially equivalent to the
nestohedron PB ′ where B ′ = B(B1 , . . . , Bn+1 ).
This theorem gives the desired result inductively as follows.
Corollary 4.3.19. [31] Any nestohedron is combinatorially equivalent to a nestohedron with a connected building set.
Proof. For a nestohedron with two connected components B = B1 ⊔ B2 the previous
theorem shows that PB ′ = PB = PB1 × PB2 when B ′ = B1 (B2 , {1}, . . . , {1}) as
required. We will call B ′ the connection of B1 and B2 . For nestohedra with building
sets with more than two connected components we can apply the two component case
inductively to get the desired result.
Volodin then proves that the Gal conjecture holds for all flag nestohedra using
cube shavings, successive truncations of a cube along faces of codimension two. These
cube shavings can only increase the coefficients of the γ-polynomial and cannot stop
a polytope being either simple or flag simple. Since the cube is flag simple and
satisfies the Gal conjecture, any polytope which is obtainable using cube shavings is
flag simple and satisfies the Gal conjecture. Volodin completes his work by showing
that all flag nestohedra can be obtained using cube shavings. We will now look at
how this is done.
Volodin starts this by showing that any connected building set which gives a flag
nestohedron has a subset, BI , which gives the n-dimensional cube.
To complete the proof that all flag nestohedra are attainable as cube shavings
Volodin then shows that if B ′ ⊂ B are building sets then PB is attainable by shavings
of PB ′ .
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Definition 4.3.20. Let B and B ′ be building sets on [n + 1] with B ′ ⊂ B and let
S ∈ B. Then B ′ (S), the decomposition of S by elements of B ′ , is S = S1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ Sk
where Sj ∈ B ′ and k is minimal.
Volodin then defines Pcut to be the polytope given by successive shavings of PB ′ .
These shavings are defined by extending the partial ordering of B − B ′ by reverse
inclusion to a total ordering. We denote the ith element under this ordering S i .
Identifying the facets of PB ′ with elements of B ′ , we have that the ith shaving is
T
along face Gi = FSji where the Sji are the terms in the decomposition B ′ (S i ).

Volodin then shows that Pcut is combinatorially equivalent to PB . All that remains

to show is that by taking a series of intermediary building sets between BI and B
only codimension two shavings need be used, which Volodin does, and we have that
the Gal conjecture holds for all flag nestohedra.

4.4

Boundaries

Now we want to see what more we can say about these polytopes. In this section we
will start by examining the key feature of PS , that it is a differential ring. So we will
examine the boundary operator, d, of a single generalised nestohedron. In particular
we would like to know if PN is closed under d. We can generalise a result from [24]
to serve our purpose. To demonstrate the difference, we will state both here.
Theorem 4.4.1. [24]For a nestohedron, PB , on a connected building set B, we have;
∂
f (PB ) =
∂t

X

f (PB|S ) × f (PB−S )

S∈B/[n+1]

where B|S is the restriction of B to S and B −S is the contraction of B by S.
This gives a formula for the f -polynomial of a nestohedron in terms of the f polynomial of lower dimensional nestohedra. Fortunately with some effort we can
extend this formula in a non-trivial way so that it does not require the f -polynomial.
Theorem 4.4.2. [17] For a nestohedron, PB , on a connected building set B, we have;
d(PB ) =

X

S∈B/[n+1]

PB|S × PB−S
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where B|S is the building set consisting of those sets in B which are subsets of S and
B −S is the building set consisting of sets in B with the elements of S removed.
Proof. We are looking at the facets of a Minkowski sum of faces of the standard
simplex, ∆n , which includes the standard simplex as one of the summands. All the
summands will be simplices of dimension m 6 n and all their faces will also be lower
dimensional simplices. The standard definition of the m-dimensional simplex is
(
)
m
X
∆m = x = (x1 , . . . , xm ) : 0 6 xi 6 1,
xi = 1 ,
i=1

m

and the faces of ∆ are subsets where some set of coordinates are minimised.

A facet of the sum will have a contribution from each summand. This contribution
will be a face of the summand, and will frequently be the entire summand. Each face
is defined by the set of coordinates on which it is minimised. If these sets are not
restrictions of some set C the result is not a facet of the sum: it is either in the
interior of the polytope or a face of lower dimension.
The facet, as the Minkowski sum of these faces, can be split up into the Minkowski
sum of two other polytopes, X and Y . These are both Minkowski sums of faces, X
the parts of those faces in span{ei }i∈C and Y the parts of those faces in span{ei }i6∈C .
Since A and B are orthogonal, we have that X + Y = X × Y , the direct product.
P
We now examine the faces in two types, those where i∈C xi = 0 and those where
P
i∈C xi = 1. It is easy to show that there are no other possibilities. A face, ∆S , of

the first type contributes 0 to X and ∆S−C to Y . A face, ∆S , of the second type
contributes ∆S to X and 0 to Y .
From the above we can clearly see that X is precisely PB|S and Y is PB−S . This

will produce a facet precisely when both sums contain the highest possible dimension
simplices. This is only the case when ∆S and ∆n are present and distinct, which is
when S and [n + 1] are distinct and both in B. So for a connected building set there
is a facet for each element of B apart from [n + 1], and it is PB|S × PB−S .
For a non-connected building set we can split it up into the product of its connected components and use the result from theorem 4.4.2 result on each component.
This result shows that PN is a differential graded subring of both PS and P.
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This result can be restated in terms of graphs for graphical building sets, which
means that PG , the ring of graphical nestohedra, is also a differential graded subring
of PN , PS and P.
Corollary 4.4.3. For a connected graph Γ on n + 1 nodes, we have
d(P (Γ)) =

X

P (ΓG ) × P (Γ̄Gc )

∗

where
1. G ( {1, . . . , n + 1}
2. ΓG is the subgraph of Γ with vertex set G
3. Γ̄Gc is the simple graph with vertex set {1, . . . , n + 1} − G and arcs between
two vertices, i and j, if they are path connected in ΓG∪{i,j}
4. * runs over all G such that ΓG is connected.
When these results are taken together with formula 3.4.2, we are left with theorem
4.4.1.
In the remainder of this section we will look at the boundaries of some of the
examples we saw in section 4.2.
Example 4.4.4 (Simplices). Firstly, we will look at the simplices. We recall that
simplices are nestohedra with building set consisting of [n + 1] and the singleton sets.
We have that the facets have the form PB|S × PB−S for S ∈ B/[n + 1]. With this
particular building set, S must be a singleton set and so PB|S is a point and PB−S
the n − 1 simplex. As there are n + 1 singleton sets we get the formula
d(∆n ) = (n + 1)∆n−1 .
Example 4.4.5 (Cubes). Our next example is that of the cubes. We recall that cubes
are nestohedra with building set consisting of set of the form [i + 1] for i = 2, . . . , n
and the singleton sets. We have that the facets have the form PB|S ×PB−S for S ∈ B/
[n + 1]. With this particular building set it is easy to see that for any S we must
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have that PB|S is |S| cube and PB−S the n − |S| − 1 cube. As there are 2n sets in
B/[n + 1] we get the formula
d(I n ) = 2nI n−1 .
Example 4.4.6 (Permutohedra). Next we look at the permutohedra, which we recall
are graphical nestohedra generated by the complete graphs. We have, for Γ the
complete graph on n + 1 nodes
d(P (Γ)) =

X

P (ΓG ) × P (Γ̄Gc ),

∗

where * runs over all G such that ΓG is connected. In this case, ΓG is the complete
graph on |G| nodes for all G, also Γ̄Gc is the complete graph on (n + 1) − |G| nodes
for all G. In addition we know that every possible subgraph is connected.
Collecting the subgraphs by cardinality, we are left with
X n + 1
n
d(P e ) =
P ei × P ej .
i
+
1
i+j=n−1
This formula usefully expresses the boundary of a permutohedron entirely in terms
of other lower dimensional permutohedra.
Example 4.4.7 (Associahedra). Now we look at the associahedra, which we recall
are graphical nestohedra generated by the line graphs. We have, for Γ the line graph
on n + 1 nodes
d(P (Γ)) =

X

P (ΓG ) × P (Γ̄Gc ),

∗

where * runs over all G such that ΓG is connected. With Γ being the line graph, we
have that ΓG is the line graph on |G| nodes for all G. Also we have that Γ̄Gc is the
line graph on (n + 1) − |G| nodes for all G, since any connected subgraph on removal
partitions the remaining nodes into exactly two components, unless it contains an
end of the graph. When the result is two components, we label the new ends i and
j and it is clear that these nodes are path connected in ΓG∪{i,j} . However not every
subgraph is connected, so we must count these carefully.
Grouping the subgraphs by cardinality, we are left with
d(Asn ) =

X

(n − i + 1)Asi × Asj .

i+j=n−1
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This formula usefully expresses the boundary of a associahedron entirely in terms of
other lower dimensional associahedra.
Our next two examples, the cyclohedron and the stellohedron, are more complicated. In these examples we find other types of nestohedra amongst the faces.
Example 4.4.8 (Cyclohedra). We recall that the cyclohedra are graphical nestohedra
generated by the cyclic graphs. We have, for Γ the cyclic graph on n + 1 nodes
d(P (Γ)) =

X

P (ΓG ) × P (Γ̄Gc ),

∗

where * runs over all G such that ΓG is connected. As was the case with the associahedron, ΓG is the line graph on |G| nodes for all G. Unlike in the previous two
examples Γ̄Gc is different. This time it is the cyclic graph on (n + 1) − |G| nodes for
all G, since any connected subgraph on removal leaves the remaining nodes forming
a line graph. Labelling the new ends i and j, it is clear that these nodes are path
connected in ΓG∪{i,j} . As with the second example not every subgraph is connected,
so we must count these carefully.
Collecting the subgraphs together by cardinality, we are left with
d(Cy n ) =

X

(n + 1)Asi × Cy j .

i+j=n−1

This formula usefully expresses the boundary of a cyclohedron in terms of other lower
dimensional polytopes, but this time they are of two distinct types, cyclohedra and
associahedra.
Example 4.4.9 (Stellohedra). Now we look at the stellohedra, which we recall are
graphical nestohedra generated by the star graphs. We have, for Γ the line graph on
n + 1 nodes,
d(P (Γ)) =

X

P (ΓG ) × P (Γ̄Gc )

∗

where * runs over all G such that ΓG is connected. We are looking for the subsets,
G, where ΓG is connected. In this case there are two types, the singleton subsets and
those sets containing the central element, which we shall fix as being the element 1.
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Looking first at the singleton sets, G = {i}, for i 6= 1, we see that P (ΓG ) is the
0-dimensional polytope and P (Γ̄Gc ) is the star graph on n nodes. The product of
these two polytopes is Stn−1 and there are n such subgraphs.
Now looking at those subgraphs containing 1, we notice that every such graph is
connected and that any two nodes i, j not in the subgraph are connected in Γ by the
set {i, 1, j}. Thus P (Γ̄Gc ) is the complete graph on n − |G| nodes.
Combining these we are left with
n

d(St ) = n.St

n−1

+

n−1  
X
n
i=0

i

Sti × P en−i−1 .

This formula expresses the boundary of a stellohedron entirely in terms of other lower
dimensional stellohedra and permutohedra.

4.5

Nestohedra and Toric Topology

At the beginning of this chapter we wanted a construction of polytopes with a canonical characteristic function. We have looked at the construction of nestohedra and
seen that one particular construction of them is Delzant, which gives a canonical
characteristic function. In this section we will look more closely at this characteristic
function.
Definition 4.5.1. The canonical characteristic function of a nestohedron, P , shall
be denoted ΛP . It is a matrix with columns that are the outward pointing normal
vectors to the facets defined as a nested polytope.
We recall that the nested polytope construction was as the normal polytope of
the nested fan. The nested fan had a fan for each element in the nested set. By 4.3.3
we know that there is a isomorphism between faces of the nestohedron and nested
sets under reverse inclusion. This means that there is a isomorphism between facets
of the polytope and nested sets consisting of precisely one non-maximal element of
the building set. In this section we shall let B be our building set on [n + 1].
Clearly, nested sets consisting of precisely one non-maximal element of the building set have a natural isomorphism with non-maximal elements of the building set.
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Thus we have a correspondence between facets and S ∈ B − Bmax . This correspondence is the same one that is set out in the proof of 4.4.2.
Theorem 4.5.2. Let P be a nestohedron with connected building set B. The column
of ΛP corresponding to a facet labelled



1





 0
vi =


0





 −1

by a set I ∈ B − Bmax is (v1 , . . . , vn )T where
i ∈ I, n + 1 6∈ I
i ∈ I, n + 1 ∈ I
i 6∈ I, n + 1 6∈ I
i 6∈ I, n + 1 ∈ I

Proof. We have a facet of a nestohedron labelled by a non-maximal element of the
building set I. The vector associated to it in the canonical characteristic function is
the outward pointing normal vector of the facet using the construction as a nested
polytope. This is given by ēI where
eI =

X

ei ∈ Zn ⊂ Rn+1

i∈I

and ēI = π(eI ). Here π is the projection Rn → V that takes Rn to V , the quotient
space of Rn by the linear span of the vectors EC for C ∈ Bmax .
For a connected building set we have that Bmax = [n+1] and so π is the projection
along the diagonal (1, . . . , 1). We can easily calculate the image of eI under this map,
because eI is a vector containing only the entries 1 and 0. If n + 1 6∈ I then the
image ēI = eI . If n + 1 ∈ I then the image ēI is on less the eI in each coordinate.
Combining this with the definition of eI gives the expression in the statement of the
theorem.
It should be noted at this point that either the entries in the normal vector of a
facet of a nestohedron with a connected building set are all in {0, 1} or they are all
in the set {−1, 0}.
Since non-connected building sets are the unions of connected components, in
these cases it is clear to see that π is the composite of π in the connected case for
each component.
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We shall now look at what happens to the characteristic function of a facet, F ,
of an n-dimensional nestohedron, P , with connected building set B.
Since F is a face of P , which has a canonical characteristic function and so a
canonical quasi-toric manifold, there exists the facial sub-manifold of F . The facial
sub-manifold is a quasi-toric manifold with characteristic function given as follows: we
let V be the supporting hyperplane containing F . A facet, H, of F is a codimension
two face of P that is the intersection of F with an adjacent facet G. Since P is
Delzant, the normal vector to H can then be taken to be the projection of vG , the
normal vector to G, into the plane V . We shall denote this characteristic function
ΛP |F . These characteristic functions can be related by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5.3. For a face F of a nestohedron P we have that the sets of combinatorial data (F, ΛF ) and (F, ΛP |F ) are equivalent.
Proof. Let S be the element of B corresponding to F as in the proof of 4.4.2. Without
loss of generality we can renumber the base set so that S = {1, . . . , i}, which gives
us vF = (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0), the vector consisting of 1 in the first i positions and 0
thereafter. We apply a change of basis, π, to Zn which forces the i-th basis vector to
be vF and leaves the rest as the standard basis vectors. These actions do not affect
the characteristic function up to equivalence. The projection into V with respect to
this new basis is then simply given by dropping the i-th coordinate.
This construction means that for the nestohedron, F , we now have two ways to
construct a characteristic function: firstly as a facet of P and secondly as a nestohedron in its own right. We will now see that these characteristic functions are
equivalent.
Let us consider H as before, the facet of F given by its intersection with G some
adjacent facet of P . We let T = {t1 , . . . , tj } be the element of B which corresponds
to G.
By theorem 4.3.3 we know that H corresponds to a nested set that contains the
nested sets corresponding to F and G. Thus we know that {S, T, [n + 1]} is a nested
set, so in particular either S ⊂ T or T ⊂ S or S ∩ T = φ with S ∪ T 6∈ B. This means
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that without loss of generality we can apply another renumbering of the base set so
that n + 1 6∈ T and if T ⊂ S we have that i 6∈ T .
We also have that H is a facet of F , the nestohedron that is the product of the
connected nestohedra PB|S and PB−S . A facet in the product is the product of a
facet of one and the whole of the other. We know which one it is since by the proof
P
P
of 4.4.2, H is the set of points maximising the sums k xsk and k xtk . From this
we can tell that if S ⊂ T or S ∩ T = φ then H is the product of PB|S and a facet
of PB−S and that facet is labelled by T − S. Alternatively if T ⊂ S then H is the
product a facet of PB|S and of PB−S and that facet is labelled by T .
We can now calculate the normal vector to H as a facet of F by each method,
in each of the three cases: when S ⊂ T , when T ⊂ S and when S ∩ T = φ with
S ∪ T 6∈ B.
If S ⊂ T then T = {1, . . . , i, ti+1 , . . . , tj }. Considering the normal vector given
by the facial submanifold construction, vG is given by the vector (v1 , . . . , vn ) where
vk = 1 if k ∈ T and 0 otherwise. After applying the change of basis π this vector
becomes (v̄1 , . . . , v̄n ) where v̄k = 1 if k = i or k > i and k ∈ T and 0 otherwise.
Dropping the i-th coordinate then gives the vector (ṽ1 , . . . , ṽn ) where ṽk = 1 if k > i
and k + 1 ∈ T and 0 otherwise.
Now considering H as a facet of the nestohedron F , we see that the first i −
1 coordinates are the vector for S in a connected building set B|S, so are all 0.
The remaining coordinates are the vector for the facet labelled by T − S in B − S.
Combining these two gives us the vector (v1 , . . . , vn ) where vk = 1 if k > i and
k + 1 ∈ T.
If T ⊂ S, then in particular T contains no elements greater than or equal to i.
Considering the vector given by the facial submanifold construction, vG is given by
the vector (v1 , . . . , vn ) where vk = 1 if k ∈ T and 0 otherwise. After applying the
change of basis π this vector is unchanged. Dropping the i-th coordinate then gives
the vector (ṽ1 , . . . , ṽn ) where ṽk = 1 if k ∈ T and 0 otherwise.
Now considering H as a facet of the nestohedron F , we see that the first i − 1
coordinates are the vector for T in a connected building set on B|S, since i 6∈ T that
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is given by vk = 1 if k ∈ T and 0 otherwise. The remaining coordinates are the vector
for the facet labelled by [n + 1] − S in B − S which are all 0. Combining these gives
us the normal vector (v1 , . . . , vn ) where vk = 1 if k > i and k + 1 ∈ T .
If S ∩ T = φ with S ∪ T 6∈ B, then in particular T contains no elements less than
or equal to i. Considering the vector given by the facial submanifold construction,
vG is given by the vector (v1 , . . . , vn ) where vk = 1 if k ∈ T and 0 otherwise. After
applying the change of basis π this vector is unchanged. Dropping the i-th coordinate
then gives the vector (ṽ1 , . . . , ṽn ) where ṽk = 1 if k > i and k +1 ∈ T and 0 otherwise.
Now considering H as a facet of the nestohedron F , we see that the first i − 1
coordinates are the vector for S in a connected building set on B|S, so are all 0.
The remaining coordinates are the vector for the facet labelled by T in B − S, which
combined give us the vector (v1 , . . . , vn ) where vk = 1 if k > i and k + 1 ∈ T .
In each of the three cases above the vector given for any facet of F by the two
independent constructions of combinatorial data are identical. Thus the two constructions give the same vector for any facet of F and we have seen that for F a
facet of P , the characteristic functions ΛF and ΛP |F differ only by some changes of
coordinates. Thus (F, ΛF ) and (F, ΛP |F ) are equivalent.
We have seen this is true for facets of a nestohedron, so inductively it then holds
for faces of any codimension.
This theorem leads us to a corollary about the quasi-toric manifolds.
Corollary 4.5.4. Let F be a face of a nestohedron P , then there is an inclusion
MF ֒→ MP
where MF is the quasi-toric manifold with combinatorial data (F, ΛF ) and MP is the
quasi-toric manifold with combinatorial data (P, ΛP )
Proof. Since MP is a quasi-toric manifold we have an embedding of the facial submanifold of F into MP . The facial submanifold of F is a quasi-toric manifold with
combinatorial data (F, ΛP |F ). Since (F, ΛP |F ) is equivalent to (F, ΛF ) there is a
weakly equivarient homeomorphism between the facial submanifold of F and MF .
Composing the homeomorphism and the embedding gives the map we require.
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4.6

Bigraded Betti Numbers

To finish this chapter we will take a look at another combinatorial invariant of nestohedra, bigraded Betti numbers. These were not covered in chapter 3 because they
will only feature in this section.
Bigraded Betti numbers are a way of looking at the information encoded in the
Stanley-Reisner ring of a polytope.
Definition 4.6.1. [9] The bi-graded Betti numbers β −i,2j (P ) of a polytope P n are
defined by
−i,2j
β −i,2j (P ) := dimk Tork[v
(k(P ), k)
1 ,...,vm ]

where k(P ) is the Stanley-Reisner ring of P .
We are able to use the index 2j in this expression because as deg(vi ) = 2 for all
i, we know that for odd j we have dimk Tor−i,j
k[v1 ,...,vm ] (k(P ), k) = 0.
There are two tools which help us calculate the bigraded Betti numbers of polytopes. Firstly we have a theorem which relates bigraded Betti numbers to the homology groups of subsets of its facets.
Theorem 4.6.2. [9, 3.27] We have, for a polytope P with m numbered facets
β −i,2j (P ) =

X

degk H̃j−i−1 (Pσ )

σ⊂[m]:|σ|=j

where Pσ is the cell complex consisting of the facets which are in σ. We assume
H̃−1 (φ) = k.
The other tool we have at our disposal relates the bigraded Betti numbers to
the moment angle complex which is defined by the polytope. This is one reason the
bigraded Betti numbers are of particular interest in toric topology.
Theorem 4.6.3. [9, 7.6] We have an isomorphism of graded algebras
H ∗ (ZP ) = Tork[v1 ,...,vm ] (k(P ), k).
Since the right hand side is bigraded, we can use this to define a bigrading on the
left hand side.
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What then can we say about a nestohedron, P n , with connected building set B?
We can look at the cell complexes Pσ from theorem 4.6.2. We will now demonstrate
that we can write any Pσ as P enσ̄ , which will reduce the problem of calculating the
bigraded Betti numbers of any nestohedron to that of calculating the bigraded Betti
numbers of the permutohedron. For the remainder of this section we will assume
P n 6= P en , as the result is trivial in that case.
We recall that there is a direct way to label the facets of P by the elements of
B − [n + 1] from the proof of 4.4.2. We will denote by Fω the facet labelled by ω.
Under this labelling we notice that for the permutohedron the incidence relation
between two facets is that two facets, Fω and Fτ , of P en have non-empty intersection
if and only if ω ⊂ τ or τ ⊂ ω. We can extend this to our general nestohedron P
on B. Two facets, Fω and Fτ , of P have non-empty intersection if ω ⊂ τ , τ ⊂ ω or
υ = ω ∪ τ is not in B.
Using this we can define a map from cell complexes of facets of P to cell complexes
of facets of P en by Pσ 7→ P enσ̄ where
σ̄ = σ ∪ {υ ⊂ [n + 1] : υ 6∈ B, ω ⊂ υ∃ω ∈ σ}.
Theorem 4.6.4. We have that H̃j−i−1 (Pσ ) = H̃j−i−1 (P enσ̄ ).
Proof. In order to prove this we will construct a homeomorphism between the spaces
Pσ and P enσ̄ using the construction of the representatives of nestohedra given by 4.1.3.
We recall that a k-simplex can be defined to be the points t1 v1 + . . . + tk vk where
Pk

i=1 ti

= 1 and the ti are non-negative. We can then naturally define the centre of

the simplex as the point where t1 = . . . = tk . This extends to give the centre of a
nestohedron as the Minkowski sum of the centres of the simplices which are used to
construct the nestohedron. We can then translate P and P en so that their centres
coincide.
To get our map from Pσ to P enσ̄ , we project, by π, the points in Pσ outwards from
the centre onto P en , which by construction is necessarily larger than P as it includes
more summands. We have that π(Pσ ) ⊂ P enσ̄ and that every facet in P enσ̄ contains a
point in π(Pσ ). We can now smoothly pull the image out so it fits the boundaries of
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any facet if appears in, since if two adjacent facets contain a point in π(Pσ ) then so
does the common face between them.
Thus we have the required homeomorphism and H̃j−i−1 (Pσ ) = H̃j−i−1 (P enσ̄ ).

Chapter 5
Families of Polytopes
We ended the Motivation chapter by posing four questions to which we would like
to find answers. In this chapter we will examine an answer to the first and second
questions:
Question 1. Can we find families of polytopes that can underlie quasi-toric manifolds
with similar properties?
Question 2. What machinery can we develop to study the combinatorics of such
families?
In order to do this we will make a formal definition and then work on extending
the machinery developed in chapter 3 to the new context in which we are working.
We will also give some examples of families and look at what data it is interesting to
know about them. The nestohedra we have seen in the previous chapter will feature
heavily in the examples of families we see here.

5.1

Families

In this section we will be answering the first of the two questions we are looking at in
this chapter. The question asks for families of polytopes that can underlie quasi-toric
manifolds with similar properties. In order to answer this we should look in more
detail at what we mean by similar properties.
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Our examples of quasi-toric manifolds with similar properties were the motivating
example, complex projective spaces and Bott towers. For linguistic simplicity we
shall refer to these as families. We notice that all three have precisely one quotient
space in each dimension. This is because while the Bott towers are not limited to
a single quasi-toric manifold in each dimension, all those of dimension 2n have the
same quotient space. We also observe that members of each family appear as face
manifolds of higher dimensional members of the same family: Bott towers as face
manifolds of Bott towers, complex projective spaces as face manifolds of complex
projective space and so on.
This last observation is actually more connected with combinatorial data than
polytopes alone. However when we are dealing with Delzant polytopes and their
canonical characteristic functions, this condition can be restated as: members of
a family appear as facets of higher dimensional members of that family and the
characteristic function as a facet agrees with the canonical characteristic function.
We notice that for nestohedra the second part of this condition holds automatically
from 4.5.3.
We can thus make a formal definition of a family of polytopes which takes into
account these observations. Because we are dealing with polytopes rather than combinatorial data, we drop the condition about characteristic functions.
Definition 5.1.1. A family of polytopes, Ψ = {P n }n∈N , is a collection of polytopes,
one in each dimension, such that P n+1 has a facet combinatorially equivalent to P n
for all n > 1.
From now on we will regard N as including 0, making it the set of possible dimensions of a polytope. It is worth noting that inductively a polytope P n ∈ Ψ
contains all lower dimensional members of Ψ as faces. We will refer to polytopes in
a family as members of the family. An easy way to check whether a set of polytopes,
Ψ = {P n }n∈N , is a family is to find a formula for d(P n ) in terms of n and check that
it contains P n−1 .
Let us now look for some examples. Our first examples of families will be the
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ones underlying the families of quasi-toric manifolds that motivated our definition,
the simplices (complex projective spaces) and the cubes (Bott towers).
Example 5.1.2 (Simplices). We will denote by ∆ = {∆n }n∈N the family consisting
of all simplices. It is a family because we have the formula d(∆n ) = (n + 1)∆n−1 , so
∆n has a facet combinatorially equivalent to ∆n−1 .
Example 5.1.3 (Cubes). We will denote by I = {I n }n∈N the family consisting of all
cubes. It is a family because we have the formula d(I n ) = 2nI n−1 , so I n has a facet
combinatorially equivalent to I n−1 .
Looking for further examples of families we will look at the examples of nestohedra
we discussed in the last chapter: Examples 4.2.3 to 4.2.6 turn out to be families.
Example 5.1.4 (Associahedra). The associahedra from example 4.2.3 form a family
which we will denote by As = {Asn }n∈N . We know it is a family because we have the
formula
d(Asn ) =

X

(n − i)Asi × Asj

i+j=n−1

from example 4.4.7, which in particular contains Asn−1 when i = 0 and j = n − 1 for
any n.
Example 5.1.5 (Permutohedra). The permutohedra from example 4.2.4 form a family which we will denote by P e = {P en }n∈N . We know it is a family because we have
the formula

X n + 1
P ei × P e j
d(P e ) =
i
+
1
i+j=n−1
n

from example 4.4.6, which in particular contains P en−1 when i = 0 and j = n − 1 for
any n.
Example 5.1.6 (Cyclohedra). The cyclohedra from example 4.2.5 form a family
which we will denote by Cy = {Cy n }n∈N . We know it is a family because we have
the formula
d(Cy n ) =

X

(n + 1)Asi × Cy j

i+j=n−1
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from example 4.4.8, which in particular contains Cy n−1 when i = 0 and j = n − 1 for
any n.
Example 5.1.7 (Stellohedra). The stellohedra from example 4.2.6 form a family
which we will denote by St = {Stn }n∈N . We know it is a family because we have the
formula
n

d(St ) = n.St

n−1

+

n−1  
X
n
i=0

i

Sti × P en−i−1

from example 4.4.9, which in particular contains Stn−1 when i = n − 1 for any n.
Families do not have to be nestohedra, although this construction has yielded
useful examples so far. Indeed we can find a family which includes any polytope.
Example 5.1.8. For a polytope P n we can choose a face of each dimension i less
than n, which we will call Qi , in such a way that
Q0 ⊂ Q1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Qn−1 .
Then the polytopes Q0 , Q1 , . . . , Qn−1 , P n , P n × I, P n × I 2 , . . . form a family which
contains P n . The inclusion property for polytopes of dimension greater than n follows
from the fact that facets of a product A × B are of the form A × F with F a facet of
B or F × B with F a facet of A.
However, such families are not the most interesting examples. For a more complicated example that is not made up of nestohedra, or indeed simple polytopes, we
will look at the permuto-associahedron that can be found in section 9.3 of [30].
Example 5.1.9. The n-dimensional permuto-associahedron is a polytope that has
face poset corresponding to the partial bracketings of orderings of n + 1 distinct
numbers. An explicit construction is given in [30]. These polytopes are not nestohedra, nor are they simple. However for any n it is clear that the n dimensional
permuto-associahedron has a facet combinatorially equivalent to n − 1 dimensional
permuto-associahedron, so these polytopes do form a family.
Now that we have a definition of a family of polytopes, we have provided an
answer to question 1, which asked us to find families of polytopes. In order to answer
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question 2, and develop machinery to study the combinatorics of families, we need
to fit these families into the existing machinery that we have for studying polytopes.
We shall follow two approaches in order to accomplish this task.

5.2

Family Subrings

The first approach to studying families we shall consider is to look at a family as
a subset of the ring of polytopes P. This approach gives us natural extensions of
several definitions.
Definition 5.2.1. A family Ψ has a property A if and only if every polytope in Ψ
has property A.
In particular this definition holds for being simple, simplicial, flag and flag simple.
It also holds for being a family of nestohedra. However it is important to note that
this does not extend the definitions of the invariant polynomials of section 3.4 to
families.
When looking at families as subsets of the differential graded ring P, or indeed
the smaller differential graded rings PS , PN and PG , we notice that the families
themselves are not subrings. It would be useful to have differential graded subrings
corresponding in some way to families. As such we shall define:
Definition 5.2.2. For a family, Ψ, the family subring, R(Ψ), is the subring generated
by elements of Ψ under the operations +, × and d. It is smallest subring of P which
contains every polytope in the family and is closed under d.
We will normally express a family subring as
R(Ψ) = Z[ai , i = 1, . . .]
where the ai generate R(Ψ) under + and × only. By definition the members of Ψ are
included amongst the ai . We will call the ai the generators of the family subring.
Since PS , PN and PG are closed under the differential operator, it is useful to note
that if Ψ ⊂ PS then R(Ψ) ⊂ PS , if Ψ ⊂ PN then R(Ψ) ⊂ PN and if Ψ ⊂ PG then
R(Ψ) ⊂ PG . We shall refer to a family as being in P, PS , PN or PG as appropriate.
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We saw at the end of the last section that “the associahedra and cyclohedra” is
not a family, but “the associahedra” and “the cyclohedra” are families. However by
examining the formulas for the differential operators it is easy to see that there is
a strong relationship between the two families, since the associahedra are the only
other polytopes that appear in the formula which gives the differential operator of
the cyclohedra. Such a relationship does not exist between the cyclohedra and, for
example, the permutohedra. The family subrings clearly show these relationships
since R(As) ⊂ R(Cy) but R(P e) 6⊂ R(Cy).
Let us now examine some of the families that we have seen so far. It is useful
to note for clarity that when we say “the subring generated by the family” we mean
Z[ψ : ψ ∈ Ψ] and not the family subring. This is an important distinction as
Z[ψ : ψ ∈ Ψ] is by definition a subset of R(Ψ), but it is not necessarily closed under
d.
Example 5.2.3 (Cubes). First we will look at the family I of cubes. We recall that
the formula for the boundary is that
d(I n ) = (2n)I n−1 .
This means that the subring generated by the family is closed under d and so this
is the family subring. In this case however the members of the family can all be
generated by the single element I 1 under multiplication, so
R(I) = Z[I 1 ].
Example 5.2.4 (Simplices). Secondly we will look at the family ∆ of simplices. We
recall that the formula for the boundary is that
d(∆n ) = (n + 1)∆n−1 .
Again this means that the subring generated by the the family is closed under d and
so the family subring is
R(∆) = Z[∆n : n ∈ N].
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Example 5.2.5 (Permutohedra). The family P e of permutohedra has the formula
X n + 1
n
d(P e ) =
P ei × P e j
i
+
1
i+j=n−1
for its boundaries. Again this means that the subring generated by the family is
closed under d and so the family subring is
R(P e) = Z[P en : n ∈ N].
Example 5.2.6 (Associahedra). The family As of associahedra has the formula
d(Asn ) =

X

(n − i + 1)Asi × Asj

i+j=n−1

for its boundaries. Again this means that the subring generated by the family is
closed under d and so the family subring is
R(As) = Z[Asn : n ∈ N].
Up to now we have only seen examples where the subring of the family is the
same as the subring generated by the family. Now we have two example where that
is not the case.
Example 5.2.7 (Cyclohedra). The family Cy of cyclohedra had the formula
d(Cy n ) =

X

(n + 1)Asi × Cy j

i+j=n−1

for its boundaries. This means that the subring generated by the family is not closed
under d, since it also contains associahedra. Consequently the subring of the family
is
R(Cy) = R(As)[Cy n : n = 2, 3, . . .].
Example 5.2.8 (Stellohedra). The family St of stellohedra had the formula
n−1  
X
n
n
n−1
d(St ) = n.St
+
Sti × P en−i−1
i
i=0

for its boundaries. This means that the subring generated by the family is not closed
under d, since it also contains permutohedra. Consequently the subring of the family
is
R(St) = R(P e)[Stn : n = 2, 3, . . .]
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In three of these examples the family subring is generated by the members of the
family, in one the family subring is finitely generated and in the final two there are
generators that are not part of the family. Two of these types of family subring are
of interest.
Proposition 5.2.9. A family subring will be finitely generated if and only if the
members of the family are all products of a finite number of polytopes.
Proof. Let Ψ be a family where the members of the family are all products of a finite
number of polytopes. We will call these polytopes Ani i . We consider the subring,
R, generated by the terms Bij = dj (Ani i ) for j = 0, . . . , n. Since the faces of a
product are the products of faces of the factors, we know that R(Ψ) is contained in
R. Furthermore we know that the polytopes Bij are contained in R(Ψ) so we know
that R(Ψ) = R and so R(Ψ) must be finitely generated.
For the reverse implication let Ψ be a family with a finitely generated family
subring. Certainly the family subring contains all the elements of the family, so
the family is finitely generated under addition and multiplication. However each
element is a connected polytope and so cannot be generated as the formal sum of
two polytopes. Hence the members of the family are all products of a finite number
of polytopes.
The other type of family subring that is of special interest here are those family
subrings that are generated by precisely the members of the family.
Definition 5.2.10. A family which has family subring that is generated by precisely
the members of the family will be called an independent family.
The reason these families are of special interest is illustrated by the examples we
saw earlier: the two family subrings that are not independent both contained family
subrings that are independent. In the next section we will see why this type of family
is both useful and important.
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Generating Functions

The other approach we will take to study families will use those parts of chapter
3 that are not utilised in section 5.2. Here we will focus on extending the various
polynomials that were developed for polytopes to families.
Since many results about polytopes are stated in terms of their f -polynomials,
or indeed their f -vectors, it is then sensible to try to produce a concept of the f polynomial of a family. This will have the effect of simplifying proofs regarding
families. Instead of having to prove that a property holds for many polynomials we
will merely have to prove that the property holds for just one polynomial. Naturally,
the same logic applies to results stated in terms of other invariants. Consequently we
would also like to find a single version of the other invariants for entire families.
In [5] there are six “specifically chosen generating series” for collections of polytopes which are families, although the notion of a family does not appear. In this
section we will generalise this notion to all families. The generating series are used
to calculate f - and h-polynomials by methods which we will generalise to become
5.3.12 and 5.3.9. Following this example, we will begin by replacing the family with
a single formal series of polytopes.
Definition 5.3.1. For a family of polytopes, Ψ, we define the generating function as
the formal power series
Ψ(x) :=

∞
X

sn P n xn+q

n=0

in P ⊗Q[[x]]. In this series, the parameters sn ∈ Q and q ∈ N are chosen appropriately
for the family Ψ in question, in order to simplify later equations.
The purpose of sn and q is “to simplify later equations”; To see why we do this,
we will of course need to define those equations. However, by asserting that these
parameters will depend on the boundary operator, d, we can now give two immediate
examples of generating functions.
Example 5.3.2. We shall first consider the family I of cubes. We recall that we
have the formula d(I n ) = 2nI n−1 for the boundary of the n-cube. Because of this
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formula we will choose sn = 1/n! and set q to be 0. These choices give us
as the generating function. This example is included in [5].

P

I n xn /n!

Example 5.3.3. We shall also look the family ∆ of simplices. We recall that we
have the formula d(∆n ) = (n + 1)∆n−1 for the boundary of the n-simplex. Because
of this formula we will choose sn = 1/(n + 1)! and set q to be 1. These choices give
P n n+1
us
∆ x /(n + 1)! as the generating function. This example is included in [5].

It will not always be possible to choose parameters based on a general formula for

d(P n ), but this will always be our preferred method.
The advantage that generating functions have over families is that we can extend
the machinery that exists on P by linearity to P ⊗ Q[[x]]. We will do this explicitly
here for the derivative d, the f -, h-, γ- and F -polynomials. The extensions of d, and
the f -, h- and γ-polynomials were used in [5].
Definition 5.3.4. The boundary operator d : P → P defines a map d : P ⊗ Q[[x]] →
P ⊗ Q[[x]] which replaces any polytope P n by d(P n ).
In particular for a family with generating function, Ψ(x), we will call the series
dΨ(x) =

∞
X

sn d(P n ) xn+q

n=0

the differential series of Ψ.
Definition 5.3.5. The f -polynomial defines a map f : P ⊗ Q[[x]] → Q[α, t][[x]]
which replaces any polytope P n by its f -polynomial f (P n ). For Ξ an element of
P ⊗ Q[[x]], we will use the notation Ξf for f (Ξ).
In particular for a family with generating function, Ψ(x), we will call the series
Ψf (α, t, x) =

∞
X

sn f (P n )(α, t) xn+q

n=0

the f -series of Ψ.
Definition 5.3.6. The h-polynomial defines a map h : P ⊗Q[[x]] → Q[α, t][[x]] which
replaces any polytope P n by its h-polynomial h(P n ). For Ξ an element of P ⊗ Q[[x]],
we will use the notation Ξh for h(Ξ).
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In particular for a family with generating function, Ψ(x), we will call the series
Ψh (α, t, x) =

∞
X

sn h(P n )(α, t) xn+q

n=0

the h-series of Ψ.
Definition 5.3.7. The γ-polynomial defines a map γ : P ⊗ Q[[x]] → Q[τ ][[x]] which
replaces any polytope P n by its γ-polynomial γ(P n ). For Ξ an element of P ⊗ Q[[x]],
we will use the notation Ξγ for γ(Ξ).
In particular for a family with generating function, Ψ(x), we will call the series
Ψγ (α, t, x) =

∞
X

sn γ(P n )(τ ) xn+q

n=0

the γ-series of Ψ.
Definition 5.3.8. The F -polynomial defines a map F : P ⊗ Q[[x]] → Q[t][[x]] which
replaces any polytope P n by its F -polynomial F (P n ). For Ξ an element of P ⊗Q[[x]],
we will use the notation ΞF for F (Ξ).
In particular for a family with generating function, Ψ(x), we will call the series
ΨF (α, t, x) =

∞
X

sn F (P n )(t) xn+q

n=0

the F -series of Ψ.
Now that we have extended the f -, h-, γ- and F -polynomials to our generating
functions we should look at what we can say about them. We will look at the results
in section 3.4 and restate them in terms of generating functions.
Proposition 5.3.9. [5] We have that the change of coordinates that transforms the
f -series into the h-series is
Ψf (α, t, x) = Ψh (α − t, t, x).
Proof. We know that this coordinate change converts f (P n ) into h(P n ) for any P n
by 3.4.5. By comparing coefficients of x we see that this holds for families.
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Proposition 5.3.10. We have that the change of coordinates that transforms the
h-series into the γ-series is
aq Ψγ (τ, z) = Ψh (α, t, x)
for a = α + t, b = αt, τ =

b
a2

and z = ax.

Proof. We have from 3.4.7 that h(P n )(α, t) = an γ(P )(τ ). If we then rewrite the
γ-polynomial for the family in terms of x we get
Ψγ (τ, z) =

∞
X

sn γ(P n )(τ ) (ax)n+q

n=0

which gives the required result by again comparing coefficients of x.
We will now look at three results concerning families in PS .
Theorem 5.3.11 (Dehn-Sommerville relations). For a family, Ψ, of simple polytopes
Ψh (α, t, x) = Ψh (t, α, x).
Proof. We know that this holds for each polytope in Ψ by theorem 3.4.6. By comparing coefficients of x we see that this holds for families.
Theorem 5.3.12. For a family, Ψ, of simple polytopes
(dΨ)f (α, t, x) =

∂
Ψf (α, t, x).
∂t

Proof. We know that this holds for each polytope in Ψ by theorem 3.4.2. By comparing coefficients of x we see that this holds for families.
Theorem 5.3.13. For a family, Ψ, of simple polytopes
(dΨ)F (t, x) =

∂
ΨF (t, x).
∂t

Proof. We know that this holds for each polytope in Ψ by theorem 3.4.10. By comparing coefficients of x we see that this holds for families.
If we can calculate dΨ(x) for a family then we can use theorems 5.3.12 and 5.3.13
to calculate Ψf (α, t, x) and ΨF (t, x) respectively. This is because we have well defined
initial conditions for the appropriate differential equations.
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Theorem 5.3.14. The initial conditions for the equation
(dΨ)f (α, t, x) =

∂
Ψf (α, t, x)
∂t

which defines Ψf (α, t, x) are given by
Ψf (α, 0, x) =

∞
X

sn αn xn+q .

n=0

Proof. We know that for any n-dimensional polytope, P n , the f -polynomial has
the form αn + t(φ(α, t)) for some function φ(α, t) because P n has precisely one ndimensional face, P n . Thus when t = 0 we have f (P n ) = αn . Applying this to each
element of Ψ gives the required series.
Theorem 5.3.15. The initial conditions for the equation
(dΨ)F (t, x) =

∂
ΨF (t, x)
∂t

which defines ΨF (t, x) are given by
ΨF (0, x) = Ψ(x).
Proof. We know from the definition of the F -polynomial that for any polytope, P n ,
we have F (P )(0) = P . Combining this with the generating function gives
ΨF (0, x) =
=

∞
X

n=0
∞
X

sn F (P n )(0) xn+q
sn P n xn+q

n=0

= Ψ(x)
as required.
In order to use these partial differential equations to calculate the f - and F series we must know the f - or F - polynomials of any polytope which appears in
dΨ(x). Inductively we see that in order to use this method, we need to know the f or F - polynomials for any polytope in the family subring that is not in the family.
Since the family subrings of independent families contain only polytopes which are
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products and sums of members of the family, we will be able to use this method for
independent families without needing to use outside data. It is for this reason that
independent families are important.
Finally we will look at what generating functions can tell us about the Gal conjecture. To do this we will rewrite it in terms of generating functions. We recall that
the Gal conjecture is
Conjecture 5.3.16 (Gal ’05). For any flag simple polytope, P , the γ-series γ(P )
has non-negative coefficients.
In order to restate this conjecture we shall make two definitions. Firstly we shall
fix a grading on the ring Q[α, t][[x]] where deg(1) = 0, deg(α) = deg(t) = −2 and
deg(x) = 2. Then, with a = α + t and b = αt as before,
Definition 5.3.17. A Gal series in Q[α, t][[x]] is an element ψ(α, t, x), such that,
b b, x).
1. ψ(α, t, x) = ψ(t, α, x) = ψ(a,

2. ψ is homogenous under the above grading.
b b, x) has all non-negative coefficients.
3. ψ(a,

We note that by the nature of the h-series, Ψh (α, t, x) satisfies the fist two condi-

tions for any family of simple polytopes. We can now restate the Gal conjecture for
families.
Conjecture 5.3.18 (Gal conjecture for families). For any family of flag simple polytopes, Ψ, we have that Ψh (α, t, x) is a Gal series.
To show that Ψh (α, t, x) is a Gal series we will employ the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3.19. Let Ψ be a family of polytopes. If Ψh (α, t, x) is such that:
•

∂Ψh (α,t,x)
|x=0
∂x

•

∂Ψh (α,t,x)
∂x

is a Gal series

is a homogeneous polynomial
F (a, b, Ψh (α, t, x), S1,h (α, t, x), . . . , Sk,h (α, t, x)) ∈ Z[α, t][[x]]

with non-negative coefficients, where the Si,h (x), for i = 1, . . . , k, are Gal series.
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Then Ψh (α, t, x) is a Gal series and the polytopes in Ψ satisfy the Gal conjecture.
Proof. Let
∂Ψh
(α, t, x, y) = F (a, b, Ψh (α, t, x, y), Si,h (α, t, x)).
∂x
Then by applying the standard substitutions that give the γ-series we have that
∂Ψγ
(τ, z) = F (1, τ, Ψγ (τ, z), Si,γ (τ, z)).
∂z
We have
Ψγ (τ, z) =

∞
X

(5.1)

sn )γ(Ψn )z n+q

n=0

Si,γ (τ, z) =

∞
X

Sin (α, t)z n

n=0

X
∂Ψγ
(τ, z) =
(n + q)sn γ(Ψn )z n+q−1
∂z
n∈N

where s(Ψn ) are known and positive and Sin (α, t) is a homogeneous symmetric polynomial.
Examining equation (5.1) term by term in z gives an identity for γ(Ψn ). This
identity is expressed as a polynomial with non-negative coefficients in variables τ ,
m
γ(Ψm ) for m < n and Sim , i = 1, . . . , k for m 6 n. Since Si,γ
has non-negative

coefficients of τ , we get that γ(Ψn ) will have all non-negative co-efficient of τ , if
γ(Ψm ) has all non-negative coefficients of τ for all m < n.
Since

∂Ψh
|
∂x x=0

is Gal, so is

∂Ψγ
|
∂x x=0

= γ(Ψ1 ). Thus, by induction, γ(Ψn ) has

non-negative coefficients for all n. Consequently Ψγ (τ, z) = Ψ̂h (a, b, x) has all nonnegative coefficients and Ψh (α, t, x, y) meets the third property for being a Gal series.
Since it is the h-series of Ψ(x, y), it automatically meets the other two conditions and
so is a Gal series.

Chapter 6
Calculating Combinatorial
Invariants
We ended the Motivation chapter by posing four questions to which we would like to
find answers. In this chapter we will attempt to answer to the final question:
Question 4. Can we calculate the combinatorial invariants of these polytopes?
The polytopes in question were the polytopes with canonical combinatorial data
we constructed to answer the third question. In chapter 4 we constructed nestohedra
to have this property. Since we have seen in chapter 5 that we can form families of
polytopes we will instead answer the larger question:
Question 6. Can we calculate the combinatorial invariants of these families of nestohedra?
In chapter 5, we developed the machinery to be able to answer this question,
generating functions. In this chapter we will use this machinery to calculate combinatorial invariants of the families of nestohedra that we have seen so far. We will also
introduce some further families and preform these calculations on those families. The
combinatorial invariants we will calculate will be the f -, h- and F -series and we will
show that the γ-series satisfy the Gal conjecture. We will start with some general
results about families of nestohedra.
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Families of Nestohedra

In this section we will look at what we know about families of nestohedra in general.
We will start with a consequence of theorem 4.4.2, about the building sets which
define families of nestohedra.
Theorem 6.1.1. Let {Bn }n∈N be a collection of connected building sets each on
[n + 1]. Then the nestohedra P n = PBn form a family if and only if Bn−1 is the
connection of Bn |S and Bn − S for some S in Bn .
Proof. If the condition on the building set is met then by the definition of connection
in the proof of 4.3.18 we know that P n−1 = PBn |S × PBn −S which by theorem 4.4.2
is a facet of P n . Then there is exactly one polytope in each dimension and P n−1 is
combinatorially equivalent to a facet of P n for all n so these polytopes are a family.
For the converse, we know from the definition of a family that P n−1 is a facet of
P n and from theorem 4.4.2 that facets of P n have the form PBn |S × PBn −S for some
S in Bn . Thus P n−1 is PBn |S × PBn −S for some S in Bn . From the proof of 4.3.18 we
know that the connection of Bn |S and Bn − S is the connected building set which
gives this nestohedron, so Bn−1 is of this form.
We can formulate a corollary of this about graphical nestohedra.
Corollary 6.1.2. If {Γn }n∈N is a ordered set of simple graphs on n + 1 nodes such
that Γn+1 can be obtained from Γn by the addition of one node and arcs connected
to that node then the polytopes PΓn form a family of graphical nestohedra.
Proof. We label the additional node that takes us from Γn to Γn+1 as n + 2, then
the building set B(Γn ) is the connection of B(Γn+1 )|S and B(Γn+1 ) − S for some
S = [n + 1] in B(Γn+1 ) because B(Γn+1 ) − S = {{n + 2}}. By the previous theorem,
the polytopes form a family.
Staying with graphical nestohedra we can show that the number of independent
families in PG is two.
Theorem 6.1.3. The only families in PG which are independent are P e and As.
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Proof. We have seen that these two families have this property.
For a family to meet the conditions of this theorem, the family subring must have
at most one 2-dimensional generator. We saw in section 4.2 that there are only four
2-dimensional nestohedra; P32 , P42 , P52 and P62 . We have that P32 is not a graphical
nestohedron, P42 is I 2 the product of two 1-dimensional graphical nestohedra, P52
is the graphical nestohedron produced from the line graph on 3 nodes and P62 is
the graphical nestohedron produced from the complete graph on 3 nodes. Thus the
2-dimensional generator must be either P52 or P62 .
We will now use 4.4.3 to look at the boundaries of higher dimensional members of
the family, Ψ. While we don’t know that the graphs in Ψ are connected we know there
is a graph, Γ with n-nodes amongst the components of a nestohedra of dimension
greater than or equal to n in Ψ, because otherwise there is no generator of dimension
n. Furthermore the nestohedron with graph Γ must be in R(Ψ).
We know that the facets of the nestohedra with graph Γ, have the form P (ΓG ) ×
P (Γ̄Gc ) for some G ⊂ [n+1]. In order for there to be only one 2-dimensional generator
then graphs of the form ΓG and Γ̄Gc with three nodes must all be either the line graph
on 3 nodes or the complete graph on 3 nodes. Furthermore this must remain true
after repeated applications of d.
Let us examine two cases, the case when Γ contains a node of order greater than
or equal to three and the case when it does not. If Γ does not contain a node of order
greater than or equal to three then the highest order a node in Γ has is two and Γ is
either the line graph on n nodes or the cyclic graph on n nodes. We have seen that
the cyclic graph on n nodes does not meet the conditions on subgraphs and the line
graph does so Γ must be the line graph on n nodes.
If Γ does not contain a node of order greater than or equal to three then we will
fix the label of this node as 1 and three of the connected nodes as 2, 3 and 4. We
know that Γ̄{2,3,4} is the complete graph on 3 nodes and so every subgraph of 3 nodes
must be the complete graph. Since Γ is connected we can show by induction that the
distance between any two nodes is 1 and thus that Γ must be the complete graph on
n nodes.
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Thus we have that the n-dimensional generator of the family subring is either Asn
or P en for all n. Since the generators are also the members of the family, the family
is either P e or As.
This theorem allows us to consider both the permutohedra and associahedra as
limit cases for graphical nestohedra.
In the following sections we will look at some examples of families of nestohedra
and their generating functions, beginning with the six major examples of families we
have seen before; I, ∆, P e, As, Cy and St. These are also the six families for which
“specially chosen generating series” were chosen in [5], which used the formula for
d(P n ) obtained from theorem 4.4.2 and presented in examples 4.4.4 through 4.4.9.
In [5] the generating functions for these families are given, the series dΨ(x) are found
and the f - and h-series are calculated. We shall now cover these examples in detail.

6.2

Cubes

We shall begin with the family of cubes. In the last chapter we fixed the generating
P
function I(x) = I n xn /n!. We can then give a formula for dI(x).
Theorem 6.2.1. [5] The relation dI(x) = 2xI(x) holds.

Proof. We have seen before that d(I n ) = 2nI n−1 , thus we have that
X

xn
n!
X
xn−1
=
2xI n−1
(n − 1)!

dI(x) =

2nI n−1

= 2xI(x),
as required.
We can now calculate the f -series of I.

Corollary 6.2.2. [5] We have that If (α, t, x) = e(α+2t)x
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Proof. Using theorems 5.3.12 and 5.3.14 and the relation dI(x) = 2xI(x) we have
that If (α, t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
If (α, t, x) = 2xIf (α, t, x)
∂t
with the initial conditions If (α, 0, x) = eαx . Solving this differential equation yields
the result.
From this we can calculate the h-series using proposition 5.3.9.
Corollary 6.2.3. [5] The h-series of I is
Ih (α, t, x) = e(α+t)x .
We can also calculate the F -series of I.
Corollary 6.2.4. We have that IF (t, x) = e2tx I(x)
Proof. Using theorems 5.3.13 and 5.3.15 and the relation dI(x) = 2xI(x) we have
that IF (t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
IF (t, x) = 2xIF (t, x)
∂t
with the initial conditions IF (0, x) = I(x). Solving this differential equation yields
the result.
We have that I is a family of flag polytopes so we can check that it satisfies the
Gal conjecture for families.
Theorem 6.2.5. We have that Ih (α, t, x) is a Gal series.
Proof. We will use theorem 5.3.19. For that we must find

∂Ih (α,t,x)
.
∂x

We have that

Ih (α, t, x) = e(α+t)x , so
∂Ih (α, t, x)
= (α + t)e(α+t)x = aIh (α, t, x).
∂x
Which meets the second condition of theorem 5.3.19. We also have

∂Ih (α,t,x)
|x=0
∂x

=a

which is a Gal Series so the first condition of theorem 5.3.19 is met and Ih (α, t, x) is
a Gal series.
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Simplices

Next we look at ∆, the family of simplices. In the last chapter we fixed the generating
P n n+1
function
∆ x /(n + 1)!. We can then give a formula for d∆(x).

Theorem 6.3.1. [5] The relation d∆(x) = x∆(x) holds.

Proof. We have seen before that d(∆n ) = (n + 1)∆n−1 , thus we have that
d∆(x) =
=

X

X

(n + 1)∆n−1
x∆n−1

xn+1
(n + 1)!

xn
n!

= x∆(x),
as required.
We can now calculate the f -series of ∆.
Corollary 6.3.2. [5] We have that ∆f (α, t, x) = α1 (e(α+t)x − etx )
Proof. Using theorems 5.3.12 and 5.3.14 and the relation d∆(x) = x∆(x) we have
that ∆f (α, t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
∆f (α, t, x) = x∆f (α, t, x)
∂t
with the initial conditions ∆f (α, 0, x) = α1 (eαx − 1). Solving this differential equation
yields the result.
From this we can calculate the h-series using proposition 5.3.9.
Corollary 6.3.3. [5] The h-series of ∆ is
∆h (α, t, x) =

(eαx − etx )
.
α−t

We can also calculate the F -series of ∆.
Corollary 6.3.4. We have that ∆F (t, x) = etx ∆(x)
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Proof. Using theorems 5.3.13 and 5.3.15 and the relation d∆(x) = 2x∆(x) we have
that ∆F (t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
∆F (t, x) = x∆F (t, x)
∂t
with the initial conditions ∆F (0, x) = ∆(x). Solving this differential equation yields
the result.
We know that ∆ is not a family of flag polytopes, so we will not look at whether
it satisfies the Gal conjecture or not.

6.4

Permutohedra

Next we look at P e, the family of permutohedra. We recall from example 4.4.6 that
we have the formula
X n + 1
d(P e ) =
P ei × P ej .
i
+
1
i+j=n−1
n

Bearing this in mind we will set the generating function to be
P e(x) =

∞
X

P en

n=0

xn+1
(n + 1)!

We can then give a formula for dP e(x).
Theorem 6.4.1. [5] The relation dP e(x) = (P e(x))2 holds.
Proof. Using the above formula we have that
dP e(x) =

∞
X
n=0

!
X n + 1
xn+1
P ei × P ej
(n + 1)!
i+1
i+j=n−1

= P e(x)2
as required.
We can now calculate the f -series of P e.
Corollary 6.4.2. [5] We have that P ef (α, t, x) =

eαx −1
.
α−t(eαx −1)
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Proof. Using theorems 5.3.12 and 5.3.14 and the relation dP e(x) = (P e(x))2 , we have
that P ef (α, t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
P ef (α, t, x) = (P ef (α, t, x))2
∂t
with the initial conditions P ef (α, 0, x) = α1 (eαx −1). Solving this differential equation
yields the result.
From this we can calculate the h-series using proposition 5.3.9.
Corollary 6.4.3. [5] The h-series of P e is
P eh (α, t, x) =

eαx − etx
.
αetx − teαx

We can also calculate the F -series of P e.
Corollary 6.4.4. We have that P eF (t, x) =

P e(x)
1−tP e(x)

Proof. Using theorems 5.3.13 and 5.3.15 and the relation dP e(x) = (P e(x))2 we have
that P eF (t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
P eF (t, x) = (P eF (t, x))2
∂t
with the initial conditions P eF (0, x) = P e(x). Solving this differential equation yields
the result.
We have that P e is a family of flag polytopes so we can check that it satisfies the
Gal conjecture for families.
Theorem 6.4.5. We have that P eh (α, t, x) is a Gal series.
Proof. We use theorem 5.3.19. For that we must find
P eh (α, t, x) =

eαx −etx
,
αetx −teαx

∂P eh (α,t,x)
.
∂x

We have that

so

∂P eh (α, t, x)
= e(α+t)x
∂x



(α − t)
αetx − teαx

let us call the expression in the brackets P (α, t, x).

2

,

We have from 5.3.19 that

P eh (α, t, x) is a Gal series if P (α, t, x) is and the initial conditions are. The initial conditions are
∂P eh (α, t, x)
|x=0 =
∂x



α−t
α−t

2

=1
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which is a Gal series. All that then remains is to show that P (α, t, x) is a Gal Series,
for which we will use 5.3.19 again. We have that
−(α − t)αt(etx − eαx )
∂P (α, t, x)
=
∂x
(αetx − teαx )2
= αtP (α, t, x)P eh (α, t, x).
with initial conditions
−(α − t)αt(1 − 1)
∂P (α, t, x)
|x=0 =
=0
∂x
(α − t)2
which gives us that P (α, t, x) is a Gal series if P eh (α, t, x) is a Gal series.
This presents us with a problem, in that we cannot use 5.3.19 for either series
without the other. However, proceeding inductively on each series in turn, as we did
for a single series in the proof of 5.3.19, we can show that both series are indeed Gal
series. In particular P eh (α, t, x) is a Gal series as required.

6.5

Stellohedra

Next we look at St, the family of stellohedra. We recall from example 4.4.9 that we
have the formula
n

d(St ) = n.St

n−1

+

n−1  
X
n
i=0

i

Sti × P en−i−1 .

Bearing this in mind we will set the generating function to be
St(x) =

∞
X
n=0

St

nx

n

n!

We can then give a formula for dSt(x).
Theorem 6.5.1. [5] The relation dSt(x) = (x + P e(x))St(x) holds.
Proof. Using the above formula we have that
!
∞
n−1  
X
X
xn
n
Sti × P en−i−1
dSt(x) =
n.Stn−1 +
n!
i
n=0
i=0
= (x + P e(x)) St(x).
as required.
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We can now calculate the f -series of St. Since St is not an independent family,
its family subring contains P e, we will need to recall that P ef (α, t, x) =

eαx −1
.
α−t(eαx −1)

Corollary 6.5.2. [5] We have that Stf (α, t, x) = e(α+t)x α−t(eααx −1)
Proof. Using theorems 5.3.12 and 5.3.14 and the relation dSt(x) = (x + P e(x))St(x),
we have that Stf (α, t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
Stf (α, t, x) = (x + P ef (α, t, x))Stf (α, t, x)
∂t
with the initial conditions Stf (α, 0, x) = eαx . Solving this differential equation yields
the result.
From this we can calculate the h-series using proposition 5.3.9.
Corollary 6.5.3. [5] The h-series of St is
Sth (α, t, x) = e(α+t)x

α−t
.
− teαx

αetx

We can also calculate the F -series of St.
tx

e
Corollary 6.5.4. We have that StF (t, x) = St(x) 1−tP
e(x)

Proof. Using theorems 5.3.13 and 5.3.15 and the relation dSt(x) = (x + P e(x))St(x),
we have that StF (t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
StF (t, x) = (x + P eF (t, x))StF (t, x)
∂t
with the initial conditions StF (0, x) = St(x). Solving this differential equation yields
the result.
We have that St is a family of flag polytopes so we can check that it satisfies the
Gal conjecture for families.
Theorem 6.5.5. We have that Sth (α, t, x) is a Gal series.
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Proof. We will use lemma 5.3.19 for this. We begin by calculating the partial derivative of the h-series, which we found earlier, with respect to x.
(α − t)
αetx − teαx
tx
αx
∂
(α − t)
(α+t)x (α − t)(αe − te )
Sth (α, t, x) = (α + t)e(α+t)x tx
+
e
∂x
αe − teαx
(αetx − teαx )2
Sth (α, t, x) = e(α+t)x

= (α + t)Sth (α, t, x) + αtP eh (α, t, x)Sth (α, t, x).
since P eh (α, t, x) is a Gal series, Sth (α, t, x) fits the conditions of 5.3.19 if and only
if Sth (α, 0, x) has non-negative coefficients.
Sth (α, 0, x) =

X

αn

n

xn
= eαx ,
n!

which does have non-negative coefficients so Sth (α, t, x) is a Gal series.

6.6

Associahedra

Next we look at As, the family of associahedra. We recall from example 4.4.7 that
we have the formula
X

d(Asn ) =

(n − i + 1)Asi × Asj .

i+j=n−1

Bearing this in mind we will set the generating function to be
As(x) =

∞
X

Asn xn+2

n=0

We can then give a formula for dAs(x).

∂
As(x) holds.
Theorem 6.6.1. [5] The relation dAs(x) = As(x) ∂x

Proof. Using the above formula we have that
dAs(x) =
=

∞
X

n=0
∞
X

X

(n − i + 1)Asi × Asj

i+j=n−1

X

as required.

xn+2

Asi xi+2 × (j + 2)Asj xj+1

n=0 i+j=n−1

= As(x)

!

∂
As(x)
∂x
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At this point we will quote two results about the standard solution to a well
known partial differential equation, the Hopf equation.
Lemma 6.6.2. [8, 2.1] The solution to the Hopf equation
Ut = U Ux
with initial conditions U (0, x) = ϕ(x) is the solution to
U = ϕ(x + tU ).
Lemma 6.6.3. [8] By using conservation laws we can rewrite the solution to the
Hopf equation Ut = U Ux with initial conditions U (0, x) = ϕ(x) in the alternative
form of
U (t, x) =

X
i>0


di
1
ti i ϕ(x)i+1 .
(i + 1)! dx

We can now calculate the f -series of As.
Theorem 6.6.4. [5] We have that Asf (α, t, x) = U where U is the solution of (x +
tU )(x + (α + t)U ) = U .
∂
As(x),
Proof. Using theorems 5.3.12 and 5.3.14 and the relation dAs(x) = As(x) ∂x

we have that Asf (α, t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
∂
Asf (α, t, x) = Asf (α, t, x) Asf (α, t, x)
∂t
∂x
with the initial conditions Asf (α, 0, x) =

x2
.
1−αx

This quasilinear differential equation is identifiable as the Hopf equation. We can
therefore use lemma 6.6.2 to show that Asf (α, t, x) solves the equation
Asf (α, t, x) =

(x + tAsf (α, t, x))2
1 − α(x + tAsf (α, t, x))

This statement can be rewritten as
Asf (α, t, x) = x2 + (2tx + αx)Asf (α, t, x) + t(t + α)Asf (α, t, x)
which factorizes as required.
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Alternatively, we can use lemma 6.6.3 to find the f -series of As.
Theorem 6.6.5. We have that
Asf (α, t, x) =

n X
k
XX
n>0 i=0 j=0

(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!n!
αn−i ti xn+2
(i + 1)!j!(i − j)!(i + j)!(i + j)!(n − (i + j))!

where k = min{i, n − i}.
Proof. As before we have that Asf (α, t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
∂
Asf (α, t, x) = Asf (α, t, x) Asf (α, t, x)
∂t
∂x
with the initial conditions Asf (α, 0, x) =
X

Asf (α, t, x) =

i>0

2

x2
.
1−αx

From 6.6.3 we have that


∂i
1
ti i ϕ(α, x)i+1 .
(i + 1)! ∂x
i

x
∂
i+1
where ϕ(α, x) = 1−αx
. We can calculate ∂x
) as follows
i (ϕ(α, x)
!
i+1
 j


i    i−j
X
∂i
∂
i
∂
x2
2i+2
−(i+1)
=
x
(1 − αx)
i−j
j
j
∂xi
1 − αx
∂x
∂x
j=0


i  
X
(i + j + 1)!αj
i
(2i + 2)! i+j+2
x
=
(i + j)!
i!(1 − αx)i+j+1
j
j=0

=

i
X

αj xi+j+2

j=0

(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!
(1 − αx)−(i+j+1)
j!(i − j)!(i + j)!

We can use the binomial theorem to give us
=

i
X

j i+j+2 (i

αx

j=0

=



+ j + 1)!(2i + 2)! X i + j + l
(αx)l
j!(i − j)!(i + j)! l>0
i+j

i X
X
(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!(i + j + l)!
j=0 l>0

j!(i − j)!(i + j)!(i + j)!l!

αj+l xi+j+l+2

We can put this back in to get
Asf (α, t, x) =

X
i>0

=

i

X X (i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!(i + j + l)!
1
ti
αj+l xi+j+l+2
(i + 1)! j=0 l>0
j!(i − j)!(i + j)!(i + j)!l!

i X
XX
(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!(i + j + l)! j+l i i+j+l+2
α tx
(i
+
1)!j!(i
−
j)!(i
+
j)!(i
+
j)!l!
i>0 j=0 l>0

using the substitution n = i + j + l gives, with k = min{i, n − i}
Asf (α, t, x) =

n X
k
XX
n>0 i=0 j=0

as required.

(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!n!
αn−i ti xn+2
(i + 1)!j!(i − j)!(i + j)!(i + j)!(n − (i + j))!
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From this we can calculate the h-series using proposition 5.3.9.
Corollary 6.6.6. We have that Ash (α, t, x) = U where U is the solution of (x +
tU )(x + αU ) = U .
Proof. This expression is obtained by applying proposition 5.3.9 to the expression for
Asf (α, t, x) given by theorem 6.6.4.
Corollary 6.6.7. The h-series, Ash (α, t, x), of As is
n−p k
n X
XX
X
n>0 p=0 i=0 j=0

(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!n!(n − i)!
αp tn−p xn+2
(i + 1)!j!(i − j)!(i + j)!2 (n − (i + j))!(n − i − p)!p!

where k = min{i, n − i}.
Proof. This formula is obtained by applying proposition 5.3.9 to the formula
Asf (α, t, x) =

n X
k
XX
n>0 i=0 j=0

(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!n!
αn−i ti xn+2
(i + 1)!j!(i − j)!(i + j)!2 (n − (i + j))!

where k = min{i, n − i} given by theorem 6.6.5, giving
n X
k
XX

(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!n!
(α − t)n−i ti xn+2
2 (n − (i + j))!
(i
+
1)!j!(i
−
j)!(i
+
j)!
n>0 i=0 j=0

n−i 
n X
k
X
XX
n − i p n−p n+2
(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!n!
α t x
=
(i + 1)!j!(i − j)!(i + j)!2 (n − (i + j))! p=0
p
n>0 i=0 j=0
=

n X
k X
n−i
XX
n>0 i=0 j=0 p=0

=

n−p k
n X
XX
X
n>0 p=0 i=0 j=0

(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!n!(n − i)!
αp tn−p xn+2
2
(i + 1)!j!(i − j)!(i + j)! (n − (i + j))!(n − i − p)!p!
(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!n!(n − i)!
αp tn−p xn+2
(i + 1)!j!(i − j)!(i + j)!2 (n − (i + j))!(n − i − p)!p!

as required.
We can also calculate the F -series of As.
Theorem 6.6.8. We have that
AsF (t, x) =

X

(j + 2i + 2)!
1
ti
(i + 1)! (j + i + 2)! l
i,j>0

X

1 +...+li+1 =j

Asl1 . . . Asli+1 xj+i+2 .
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∂
As(x)
Proof. Using theorems 5.3.13 and 5.3.15 and the relation dAs(x) = As(x) ∂x

we have that AsF (t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
∂
AsF (t, x) = AsF (t, x) AsF (t, x)
∂t
∂x
with the initial conditions AsF (0, x) = As(x). Solving this differential equation yields
the result, it is the Hopf equation again so we use the above lemmas once more.
From lemma 6.6.2 we have that AsF (t, x) solves the equation
AsF (t, x) = As(x + tAsF (t, x)).
from lemma 6.6.3 we get that
AsF (t, x) =

X
i>0


1
di
ti i As(x)i+1 .
(i + 1)! dx

Since As(x) is known and a simple function, this expression can be identified as
AsF (t, x) =

X

1
(j + 2i + 2)!
ti
(i + 1)! (j + i + 2)! l
i,j>0

X

Asl1 . . . Asli+1 xj+i+2 .

1 +...+li+1 =j

By feeding the expression for AsF (t, x) back into the differential equation and
equating coefficients of x we get the following identity as a corollary.
Corollary 6.6.9. For any ordered sequence of positive integers k1 , . . . , kn with
mj and mn = m we have the identity



n1
X
1 mi + 2i m − mi + 2(r − i + 1)
i=1

i

i−1

r−i+1

Pj

i=1

ki =



n
m + 2n + 3
.
=
m + 2s + 3
n+1

We have that As is a family of flag polytopes so we can check that it satisfies the
Gal conjecture for families.
Theorem 6.6.10. We have that Ash (α, t, x) is a Gal series.
Proof. We will use theorem 5.3.19. For that we must find

∂Ash (α,t,x)
.
∂x

We have from

6.6.6 that Ash (α, t, x) solves the equation (x + tU )(x + αU ) = U . Differentiating this
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with respect to x gives
∂
((x + tU )(x + αU )) =
∂x

∂
x2 + x(α + t)U + αtU 2 =
∂x


∂
∂
2x + (α + t) U + x U + 2αtU U =
∂x
∂x

∂
U
∂x
∂
U
∂x
∂
U
∂x
∂
∂
2x + (α + t)U =
U − (x(α + t) + 2αtU ) U
∂x
∂x
∂
2x + (α + t)U =
U (1 − (x(α + t) + 2αtU ))
∂x
∂
(2x + (α + t)U ) (1 − (x(α + t) + 2αtU ))−1 =
U.
∂x
We can the apply a binomial expansion to give
∞
X
∂
(ax + 2bU )k
U = (2x + aU )
∂x
k=0

!

which meets the conditions of theorem 5.3.19. We must now check that

∂Ash (α,t,x)
|x=0
∂x

is a Gal series. This time we differentiate the formula for Ash (α, t, x) from corollary
6.6.7, giving

∂
Ash (α, t, x)
∂x

n−p k
n X
XX
X
n>0 p=0 i=0 j=0

as

(n + 2)(i + j + 1)!(2i + 2)!n!(n − i)!
αp tn−p xn+1 .
(i + 1)!j!(i − j)!(i + j)!2 (n − (i + j))!(n − i − p)!p!

When x = 0 this expression is 0. This means that both conditions of theorem 5.3.19
are met and Ash (α, t, x) is a Gal series.

6.7

Cyclohedra

As the last of the six examples in [5] we look at Cy, the family of cyclohedra. We
recall from example 4.4.7 that we have the formula
d(Cy n ) =

X

(n + 1)Asi × Cy j .

i+j=n−1

Bearing this in mind we will set the generating function to be
Cy(x) =

∞
X
n=0

We can then give a formula for dAs(x).

Cy n

xn+1
.
n+1
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∂
Cy(x) holds.
Theorem 6.7.1. [5] The relation dCy(x) = As(x) ∂x

Proof. Using the above formula we have that
dCy(x) =
=

∞
X

n=0
∞
X

X

i

(n + 1)As × Cy

i+j=n−1

X

j

!

xn+1
n+1

Asi xi+2 × Cy j xj

n=0 i+j=n−1

= As(x)

∂
Cy(x)
∂x

as required.
As we did for the associahedra we will now quote a result about the standard
solution to a particular partial differential equation.
Lemma 6.7.2. [5, 20] The solution to the equation
∂
∂
U =V
U
∂t
∂x
where V is a known solution of the Hopf equation and U has known initial conditions
U (0, x) = ϕ(x), is the solution to
U = ϕ(x + tV ).
We can now calculate the f -series of Cy. As was the case with the stellohedra the
family of cyclohedra is not independent as the ring R(Cy) contains the associahedra.
We therefore need to recall the results from the previous section.
Theorem 6.7.3. [5] We have that Cyf (α, t, x) = U where U is the solution of
e−αU = 1 − α(x + tAsf (α, t, x)).
∂
Proof. Using theorems 5.3.12 and 5.3.14 and the relation dCy(x) = As(x) ∂x
Cy(x),

we have that Cyf (α, t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
∂
Cyf (α, t, x) = Asf (α, t, x) Cyf (α, t, x)
∂t
∂x
with the initial conditions
Cyf (α, 0, x) =

∞
X
n=0

αn

1
xn+1
= − ln(1 − αx).
n+1
α
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Solving this differential equation will yield the result.
We use lemma 6.7.2 to show that Cyf (α, t, x) solves the equation
1
Cyf (α, t, x) = − ln(1 − α(x + tAsf (α, t, x)))
α
This statement can be rewritten as
e−αCyf (α,t,x) = 1 − α(x + tAsf (α, t, x)).
Due to the convoluted nature of Asf (α, t, x) we will leave our expression for CyF (α, t, x)
in this form.
From this we can calculate the h-series using proposition 5.3.9.
Corollary 6.7.4. The h-series of Cy is U where U is the solution of e(t−α)U =
1 − (α − t)(x + tAsh (α, t, x)).
We can also calculate the F -series of Cy.
Theorem 6.7.5. We have that
CyF (t, x) = Cy(x + tAsF (t, x)).
∂
Proof. Using theorems 5.3.13 and 5.3.15 and the relation dCy(x) = Cy(x) ∂x
Cy(x)

we have that CyF (t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
∂
CyF (t, x) = AsF (t, x) CyF (t, x)
∂t
∂x
with the initial conditions CyF (0, x) = Cy(x). Solving this differential equation yields
the result. Again we use lemma 6.7.2 we have that CyF (t, x) solves the equation
CyF (t, x) = Cy(x + tAsF (t, x))
as required.
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Multi-Parameter Families

So far, we have used families which are controlled by a single index, the dimension
of the polytope. However we will now define a generalisation of this notion, multiparameter families.
Definition 6.8.1. A multi-parameter family of polytopes is a collection of polytopes
at least one in each dimension, defined by a set of integer parameters (i1 , . . . , ik ) such
that any path in the parameter space which starts at (0, . . . , 0) and at each step
precisely one parameter increases by one, defines a family of polytopes.
We will call the families defined by paths in the parameter space subfamilies.
The parameter space will generally be Nk , possibly with some restrictions. These
restriction will generally be about when a parameter is allowed to be 0. We will allow
repetitions of polytopes within these families to simplify the restrictions placed on
the parameters.
The family subring of a multi-parameter family is defined in exactly the same
way as for a standard family. However, we must make a change to the definition of
generating function for the wider definition of multi-parameter families.
Definition 6.8.2. For a multi-parameter family of polytopes, Ψ, with k parameters,
we define the generating function as the formal power series
Ψ(x) :=

∞
X

si1 ,...,ik P n x1i1 +q1 . . . xikk +qk

n=0

in P ⊗ Q[[x1 , . . . , xk ]]. In this series, the parameters si1 ,...,ik ∈ Q and q1 , . . . , qk ∈ N
are chosen appropriately to simplify later equations.
Despite the change to the definition of generating function all the results we
developed in section 5.3 still hold.
What we need now is some examples of multi-parameter families to work on. For
the rest of the chapter we will look at two multi-parameter families of nestohedra
that are given by the joins of graphs.
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Definition 6.8.3. For two graphs X m and Y n we obtain the join, X + Y = ΓX,m,Y,n ,
from X ∪ Y by adding in all edges between X and Y . We shall denote the resultant
nestohedra as PX,m,Y,n .
The two multi-parameter families we will look at will be denoted by P∵,∵ and
P∇,∵.
We will have P∵,∵ to be the multi-parameter family defined by the complete
bipartite graph, the join of two groups of nodes with no edges between nodes in the
same group. The parameters for this family are the number of nodes in each group
and the restrictions are that no group may be empty if the other contains more than
one node. We will denote Km,n by Γ∵,m,∵,n for notational consistency and the related
nestohedra by P∵,m,∵,n .
We will have P∇,∵ denoting the the multi-parameter family defined by the join
of two graphs one of which has nodes with no edges between them and the other is
the complete graph. The parameters for this family are the number of nodes in each
graph and the restrictions are that no group may be empty if the other contains more
than one node. The graph denoted Γ∵,m,∵,n will have m nodes in the complete graph
and n in the empty graph. The related nestohedra will be denoted by P∵,m,∵,n .
We have not yet shown that these are multi-parameter families. We will do so
now.
Theorem 6.8.4. We have that P∵,∵ and P∇,∵ are multi-parameter families of graphical nestohedra.
Proof. Let us consider P∵,∵ first. If we take a path in the parameter space of P∵,∵
that starts at (0, 0) and at each step precisely one parameter increases by one the we
see this defines an ordered set, {Γn }n∈N , of graphs on n + 1 nodes such that Γn+1 can
be obtained from Γn by the addition of one node and arcs connected to that node.
Thus by 6.1.2 this path defines a family of polytopes. Since this is true for any path,
P∵,∵ is a multi-parameter family of graphical nestohedra.
This holds similarly for P∇,∵.
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We will give these families names, primarily for the purpose of naming the two
sections in which we present the calculations of their invariants. We shall call P∵,∵
the family of bipartohedra and P∇,∵ the family of helianthahedra, because the graphs
remind me of sunflowers.
To preform these calculations we need to have generating functions for these
families. We define these generating functions to be;
P∇,∵(x, y) =

∞
∞ X
X

P∇,k,∵,l

xk y l
k! l!

P∵,k,∵,l

xk y l
.
k! l!

k=0 l=0

P∵,∵(x, y) =

∞
∞ X
X
k=0 l=0

6.9

Helianthahedra

We will first look at P∇,∵ the multi-parameter family that we have called helianthahedra. The first thing we need to do is apply theorem 4.4.2 to these nestohedra so
we can find the relation for d. However we will first draw attention to two particular
subfamilies.
The family P∇,1,∵,i is St, the family of stellohedra. However the generating function P∇,1,∵,i (x, y) = ySt(x). This means that we know the f -, h- and F -series
from our earlier work. We recall that Pf,∇,1,∵,i (α, t, x) = ye(α+t)x α−t(eααx −1) , that
tx

e
and that Ph,∇,1,∵,i (t, x) = Ph,∇,1,∵,i (x) 1−tP
.
Ph,∇,1,∵,i (α, t, x) = ye(α+t)x αetxα−t
−teαx
e(x)

These will prove useful in our later work.
The other important subfamily is P∇,i,∵,1 which is P e. However in this case the
relation between generating function restricted to the subfamily and the generating
function of P e cannot be expressed simply.
We will now attempt to find a formula for d of a general member of this family,
which we find using theorem 4.4.2.
Theorem 6.9.1. We have that
dP∇,s,∵,t = tP∇,s,∵,t−1 +

s X
t   
X
t
s
i=1 j=0

i

j

P∇,i,∵,j × P en−i−j .
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Before we look at the generating function of this family we can look at its family
subring.
Theorem 6.9.2. The family subring of the heliathahedra is
R(P∇,∵) = Z[P∇,i,∵,j : (i, j) ∈ X]
where X is the parameter space of the multi-parameter family.
Proof. We see from theorem 6.9.1 that the formula of dP∇,s,∵,t contains only the
polytopes P∇,i,∵,j and P en for some values of i, j, and n. We have already mentioned
that P e is a subfamily of P∇,∵ and so the subring generated by the members of the
family is closed under d, so the family subring has the required form.
In the previous section we set the generating family of this function as
P∇,∵(x, y) =

∞
∞ X
X

P∇,k,∵,l

k=0 l=0

xk y l
.
k! l!

We can then give a formula for dP∇,∵(x, y).

Theorem 6.9.3. The relation dP∇,∵(x, y) = P∇,∵(x, y) (y + P e(x + y)) holds.
Proof. Using 6.9.1 and the definition of the generating function, we get that
dP∇,∵ = d
=

∞
X

X

P∇,k,∵,l

n=0 k+l=n+1,k>1
∞
X
X

xk y l
k! l!

xk y l
k! l!
n=0 k+l=n+1,k>1
k X
l   
∞
k
X
X
X
l
k
yl
n−i−j x
P∇,i,∵,j P e
+
.
j
i
(k)! (l)!
n=0 k+l=n+1,k>1 i=1 j=0
lP∇,k,∵,l−1

We can notice that the first sum is

∞
X
X
xk y l−1
xk y l
=
yP∇,k,∵,l−1
lP∇,k,∵,l−1
k! l!
k! (l − 1)!
n=0 k+l=n+1,k>1
n=0 k+l=n+1,k>1

∞
X

X

= yP∇,∵(x, y).

Now turning our attention to the second sum.
k X
l   
∞
X
X
X
xk y l
l
k
P∇,i,∵,j P en−i−j
j
i
(k)! (l)!
n=0 k+l=n+1,k>1 i=1 j=0
=

∞
X

X

k X
l
X

n=0 k+l=n+1,k>1 i=1 j=0

xk y l
k!
l!
P∇,i,∵,j P en−i−j
i!(k − i)! j!(l − j)!
(k)! (l)!
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We set g = k − i, h = l − j.
k X
l
∞ X
∞ X
X
1 1
P∇,i,∵,j P eg+h−1 xk y l
=
i!g! j!h!
k=1 l=0 i=1 j=0

=

∞
∞ X
X
k=1 l=0

X

1 1
P∇,i,∵,j P eg+h−1 xi xg y j y h
i!g! j!h!
i+g=k,i>1 j+h=l,j>0

and utilising the identity
=

∞
X

X

P∞ P
i=0

X

j+k=i+1,j>l

∞
X

X

ajk =

P∞ P∞
j=l

k=0

P∇,i,∵,j P eg+h−1

k=1 i+g=k,i>1 l=0 j+h=l,j>0

ajk , we have

xi xg y j y h
i! g! j! h!

We can then split the terms if i, j from those in g, h and get some known functions.
∞ X
∞ X
∞ X
∞
X

xi y j g+h−1 xg y h
Pe
i! j!
g! h!
i=1 j=0 g=0 h=0
!
!
∞ X
∞
∞ X
∞
g h
X
X
x
y
xi y j
P eg+h−1
P∇,i,∵,j
=
i!
j!
g! h!
g=0 h=0
i=1 j=0

=

P∇,i,∵,j

= P∇,∵(x, y)P e(x + y).
Recombining this we get

dP∇,∵(x, y) = P∇,∵(x, y) (y + P e(x + y)) .

We can now calculate the f -series of P∇,∵. To shorten the written expressions we
will use the function η(z) =

eαz −1
.
α

Corollary 6.9.4. We have that
Pf,∇,∵(x, y) = e(α+t)y

η(x)
.
1 − tη(x + y)

Proof. As we have before we use theorems 5.3.12 and 5.3.14 and the relation dP∇,∵(x, y) =
P∇,∵(x, y) (y + P e(x + y)), we have that Pf,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) satisfies the partial differential equation
∂
Pf,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) = Pf,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) (y + P ef (α, t, x + y))
∂t
with the initial conditions Pf,∇,∵(α, 0, x, y) = eαy η(x).
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We then solve this partial differential equation.
∂
Pf,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) = Pf,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) (y + P ef (α, t, x + y))
∂t


∂
= Pf,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) y −
ln(1 − tη(x + y))
∂t


∂
P
(α, t, x, y)
∂
∂t f,∇,∵
=
y−
ln(1 − tη(x + y))
Pf,∇,∵(α, t, x, y)
∂t
∂
∂
ln (Pf,∇,∵(α, t, x, y)) = y −
ln(1 − tη(x + y))
∂t
∂t
1
Pf,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) = eyt
c.
1 − tη(x + y)
We then use the initial conditions to get
Pf,∇,∵(x, y) = e(α+t)y

η(x)
1 − tη(x + y)

as required.
From this we can calculate the h-series using proposition 5.3.9.
Corollary 6.9.5. The h-series of P∇,∵ is
Ph,∇,∵(x, y) = eαy ety

eαx − etx
.
αetx ety − teαx eαy

We can also calculate the F -series of P∇,∵.
tx

e
Corollary 6.9.6. We have that PF,∇,∵(t, x, y) = P∇,∵(x, y) 1−tP
.
e(x)

Proof. Using formula 6.9.1 and equation 5.3.13 gives us the partial differential equation
∂
PF,∇,∵(t, x, y) = (y + P eF (t, x + y)) PF,∇,∵(t, x, y),
∂t
with initial conditions
∂
P∇,1,∵(0, x, y) = P∇,1,∵(x, y).
∂t
Rearranging the partial differential equation gives
∂PF,∇,∵(t, x, y)
= (y + P eF (t, x + y)) ∂t,
PF,∇,∵(t, x, y)
we then substitute the known expression for P eF (x + y), giving


P e(x + y)
∂PF,∇,∵(t, x, y)
= y+
∂t,
PF,∇,∵(t, x, y)
1 − tP e(x + y)
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finally solving this expression yields
PF,∇,∵(t, x, y) =

ety
C,
1 − tP e(x + y)

where C is found using the initial conditions to be P∇,∵(x).
We have that P∇,∵ is a family of flag polytopes so we can check that it satisfies
the Gal conjecture for families.
Theorem 6.9.7. We have that Ph,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) is a Gal series.
Proof. We know that the h-series of P∇,∵ is
Ph,∇,∵(x, y) = eαy ety

eαx − etx
.
αetx ety − teαx eαy

So, we calculate the partial derivative or the h-series with respect to x,
eαx − etx
αet(x+y) − teα(x+y)
αx
αeαx − tetx
− etx )(αtet(x+y) − αteα(x+y) )
∂
(α+t)y
(α+t)y (e
Ph,∇,∵(α, t, x) = e
−e
∂x
αet(x+y) − teα(x+y)
(αet(x+y) − teα(x+y) )2
= e(α+t)y φh (α, t, x) + αtPh,∇,∵(α, t, x, y)P eh (α, t, x + y).
Ph,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) = e(α+t)y

where φh (α, t, x, y) =

αeαx −tetx
.
αet(x+y) −teα(x+y)

By 5.3.19, Ph,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) is Gal if φh (α, t, x, y)

is Gal. We now apply lemma 5.3.19 to φh (α, t, x, y) differentiating with respect to y
rather than x.
αeαx − tetx
−(αeαx − tetx )(αtet(x+y) − αteα(x+y) )
∂
=
∂y αet(x+y) − teα(x+y)
(αet(x+y) − teα(x+y) )2
= αtP eh (α, t, x + y)φh (α, t, x, y).
and we have that
αeαx − tetx
∂φh (α, t, x, y)
|y=0 =
∂y
αetx − teαx
= 1 + (α + t)P eh (α, t, x).
which is Gal. By repeated application of the theorem 5.3.19, φγ is Gal. Thus, by the
same theorem, Ph,∇,∵(α, t, x, y) is a Gal series.
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Bipartohedra

Finally, we will first look at P∵,∵ the multi-parameter family that we have called
bipartohedra. The first thing we need to do is apply theorem 4.4.2 to these nestohedra
so we can find the relation for d. However we will first draw attention to one particular
subfamily.
The family P∵,1,∵,i is St, the family of stellohedra. However the generating function P∵,1,∵,i (x, y) = ySt(x). This means that we know the f -, h- and F -series
from our earlier work. We recall that Pf,∵,1,∵,i (α, t, x) = ye(α+t)x α−t(eααx −1) , that
tx

e
and that Pf,∵,1,∵,i (t, x) = Ph,∵,1,∵,i (x) 1−tP
. These
Ph,∵,1,∵,i (α, t, x) = ye(α+t)x αetxα−t
−teαx
e(x)

will prove useful in our later work.
We will now attempt to find a formula for d of a general member of this family,
which we find using theorem 4.4.2.
Theorem 6.10.1. We have that, for s, t > 2,
s−1 X
t−1   
X
s
t

P∵,i,∵,j × P es+t−i−j−1
i
j
i=1 j=1


t−1  
s−1
X
X s
t
s−i−1
P∵,s,∵,j × P et−j−1 .
P∵,i,∵,t × P e
+
+
j
i
j=1
i=1

dP∵,s,∵,t = sP∵,s−1,∇,t + tP∇,s,∵,t−1 +

when either s < 2 of t < 2 there are only two possible outcomes. Since, if s = 0 then
we must have t = 1 for the graph to be connected and vice versa, we must heave
either s = 1 or t = 1 or both. Here we notice that P∵,1,∵,k = P∇,1,∵,k = Stk .
Before we look at the generating function of this family we can look at its family
subring.
Theorem 6.10.2. The family subring of the bipartohedra is
R(P∵,∵) = R(P∇,∵)[P∇,i,∵,j : (i, j) ∈ X]
where X is the parameter space of the multi-parameter family.
Proof. We see from theorem 6.10.1 that the formula of dP∵,s,∵,t contains polytopes
P∵,s,∵,t , P∇,i,∵,j and P en for some values of s, t, i, j and n. We have already know
that R(P∇,∵) contains P e, so the family subring has the required form.
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In the previous section we set the generating family of this function as
P∵,∵(x, y) =

∞
∞ X
X

P∵,k,∵,l

k=0 l=0

xk y l
.
k! l!

We can then give a formula for dP∵,∵(x, y).
Theorem 6.10.3. The relation dP∵,∵(x, y) = xP∇,∵(y, x)+yP∇,∵(x, y)+P∵,∵(x, y)P e(x+
y) − (x + y)P e(x + y) holds.
Proof. We use 6.10.1 and combine this with the definition of the generating function,
giving us that
P∵,∵(x, y) =

∞
X

X

∞
∞ X
X

X
xk y l X
yl
xk
P∵,k,∵,l
+
P∵,k,∵,1 y +
P∵,1,∵,l x − P∵,1,∵,1 xy
k! l! k=0
k!
l!
l=0

P∵,k,∵,l

n=0 k+l=n+1,k,l>2
∞
X
X

∞
xk y l X X
xk
+
P∵,k,∵,1 y
k! l! n=0 k=n,l=1
k!

yl
+
P∵,1,∵,l x − P∵,1,∵,1 xy
l!
n=0 l=n,k=1
=

k=2 l=2

=

∞
∞ X
X

P∵,k,∵,l

k=2 l=2

∞

∞

xk y l
+ P∇,1,∵(x, y) + P∇,1,∵(y, x) − I 1 xy.
k! l!

which we have because the formula in 6.10.1 was given for s, t > 2.
We can then use this to give a formula for the dP∵,∵(x, y), using the known formula
from theorem 6.10.1 and the formula for dP∵,i,∵,l (x, y).
dP∵,∵(x, y) = d
=

∞
∞ X
X

P∵,k,∵,l

k=2 l=2
∞ 
∞
XX

xk y l
+ dP∇,1,∵(x, y) + dP∇,1,∵(y, x) − d(I 1 )xy
k! l!

kP∵,k−1,∇,l + lP∇,k,∵,l−1

k=2 l=2
k−1
l−1 
XX

 
l
+
P∵,i,∵,j × P ek+l−i−j−1
j
i=1 j=1
!
l−1  
k−1  
X
X
xk y l
l
k
P∵,k,∵,j × P el−j−1
P∵,i,∵,l × P ek−i−1 +
+
j
i
k! l!
j=1
i=1
k
i

+ dP∇,1,∵(x, y) + dP∇,1,∵(y, x) − d(I 1 )xy
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Expanding out the brackets gives an eight part expression for dP∵,∵(x, y).
dP∵,∵(x, y) =
+

∞
∞ X
X
xk y l

k=2 l=2
∞
∞ X
X
k=2 l=2

k! l!
k

kP∵,k−1,∇,l +

k−1 X
l−1 
l X

x y
k! l!

i=1 j=1

∞
∞ X
X
xk y l
k=2 l=2

k! l!

lP∇,k,∵,l−1

 
k
l
P∵,i,∵,j × P ek+l−i−j−1
i
j


k
+
P∵,i,∵,l × P ek−i−1
i
i=1
k=2 l=2
∞
l−1  
∞ X
k l X
X
x y
l
+
P∵,k,∵,j × P el−j−1
j
k!
l!
j=1
k=2 l=2
∞ X
∞
X

k−1 
l X

xk y
k! l!

+ (x + P e(x))P∇,1,∵(x, y) + (y + P e(y))P∇,1,∵(y, x) − d(I 1 )xy.
We would like to have all eight of these parts in in terms of other known generating
functions as the last three terms are. Let us now consider each of the first five parts
in turn. Taking the first part, we notice that by changing one of the indices we can
take out a factor of x,
∞
∞ X
X
xk y l
k=2 l=2

k! l!

kP∵,k−1,∇,l = x
=x

∞
∞ X
X
xk−1 y l
P∵,k−1,∇,l
(k
−
1)!
l!
k=2 l=2

∞
∞ X
X
xk y l
k=1 l=2

k! l!

P∵,k,∇,l

In order to get this to look more like known generation functions we want the indices
k and l to start from 1 and 0. So we have
∞
∞ X
X
xk y l
k=2 l=2

k! l!

kP∵,k−1,∇,l = x
−x

∞
∞ X
X
xk y l

k=0 l=1
∞
k
X
k=1

k! l!

P∵,k,∇,l
∞

X yl
x
yP∵,k,∇,1 − x
P∵,0,∇,l .
k!
l!
l=1

Since we know that P∵,0,∇,l = P el−1 we have
∞
∞ X
X
xk y l
k=2 l=2

k! l!

kP∵,k−1,∇,l = xP∇,∵(y, x) − x(P∇,1,∵(x, y) − y) − xP e(y).

It is obvious to spot that the second part is the same as the first part with x and
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y reversed. Proceeding to the third part, setting g = k − i and h = l − j gives us
k−1 l−1   
∞
∞ X
X
xk y l X X k
l

k! l!

k=2 l=2

=
=

i=1 j=1

l−1
k−1 X
∞ X
∞ X
X

k=2 i=1 l=2 j=1
∞
∞ X
∞ X
∞ X
X

i

j

P∵,i,∵,j × P ek+l−i−j−1

P∵,i,∵,j × P ek+l−i−j−1
P∵,i,∵,j × P eg+h−1

g=1 i=1 h=1 j=1

xi xk−i y j y l−j
i! (k − i)! j! (l − j)!

xi xg y j y h
i! g! j! h!

We notice now that the terms in indices i and j are independent of those in indices
g and h so we can split them up and then rewrite in terms of known generating
functions as
=

∞ X
∞
X
i=1

xi y j
P∵,i,∵,j
i! j!
j=1

!

∞ X
∞
X

Pe

yh
g! h!

g+h−1 x

g=1 h=1

g

!

∞
X

∞

xg X h−1 y h
= (P∵,∵(x, y) − (x + y)) P e(x + y) −
P eg−1 −
Pe
g!
h!
g=1
h=1

!

= (P∵,∵(x, y) − (x + y)) (P e(x + y) − P e(x) − P e(y)) .
Again we notice the similarities between the fourth and fifth parts. We examine
the fourth in detail, again with g = k − i.
∞
∞ X
k−1  
X
xk y l X k

k! l!

=
=

k=2 l=2
k−1 X
∞
∞ X
X

k=2 i=1 l=2
∞ X
∞ X
∞
X

i=1

i

P∵,i,∵,l × P ek−i−1

P∵,i,∵,l × P ek−i−1
P∵,i,∵,l × P eg−1

g=1 i=1 l=2

xk−i xi y l
(k − i)! i! l!

xg xi y l
.
g! i! l!

As before we notice now that the terms in indices i and l are independent of those in
index g so we can split them up,
=

∞ X
∞
X
i=1 l=2

xi y l
P∵,i,∵,l
i! l!

!

∞
X

xg
P eg−1
g!
g=1

!

.

The bounds of the first sum do not match any known generating functions so we
add include additional terms to make this the case and then write in terms of known
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generating functions,
=

∞
X

1

X

0

xi y l X X
xi y l
−
P∵,i,∵,l
i! l!
i! l!
n=0 i+l=n+1,i,l>0
i=1 l=0
! ∞
!
∞ X
1
g
X
X
x
xi y l
−
P eg−1
P∵,i,∵,l
i!
l!
g!
g=1
i=0 l=1
P∵,i,∵,l

= (P∵,∵(x, y) − x − P∇,1,∵(x, y)) (P e(x)) .
We go back to out eight part expression
dP∵,∵(x, y) =

∞
∞ X
X
xk y l

k! l!

k=2 l=2
∞
∞ X
X

+

k=2 l=2

k

kP∵,k−1,∇,l +
k−1 X
l−1 
l X

x y
k! l!

i=1 j=1

∞
∞ X
X
xk y l
k=2 l=2

k
i

k! l!

lP∇,k,∵,l−1

 
l
P∵,i,∵,j × P ek+l−i−j−1
j


k
+
P∵,i,∵,l × P ek−i−1
i
i=1
k=2 l=2
∞
∞
l−1  
X X xk y l X
l
+
P∵,k,∵,j × P el−j−1
k!
l!
j
j=1
k=2 l=2
∞
∞ X
X

k−1 
l X

xk y
k! l!

+ (x + P e(x))P∇,1,∵(x, y) + (y + P e(y))P∇,1,∵(y, x) − d(I 1 )xy,
which we now know can be rewritten as
dP∵,∵(x, y) = xP∇,∵(y, x) − x(P∇,1,∵(x, y) − y) − xP e(y) + yP∇,∵(x, y)
− y(P∇,1,∵(y, x) − x) − yP e(x) − d(I 1 )xy
+ (P∵,∵(x, y) − (x + y)) (P e(x + y) − P e(x) − P e(y))
+ (P∵,∵(x, y) − x − P∇,1,∵(x, y)) (P e(x)) + (x + P e(x))P∇,1,∵(x, y)
+ (P∵,∵(x, y) − y − P∇,1,∵(y, x)) (P e(y)) + (y + P e(y))P∇,1,∵(y, x).
Which can be simplified to give that
dP∵,∵(x, y) = xP∇,∵(y, x) + yP∇,∵(x, y) + P∵,∵(x, y)P e(x + y) − (x + y)P e(x + y)
as required.
We can now calculate the f -series of P∇,∵. To shorten the written expressions we
will use the function η(z) =

eαz −1
.
α
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Corollary 6.10.4. We have that
Pf,∵,∵(α, t, x, y) =

e(α+t)x η(y) + e(α+t)y η(x) + αη(y)η(x) − eαx η(y) − eαy η(x)
+(x+y).
1 − tη(x + y)

Proof. By the identity 5.3.12 we have
∂
Pf,∵,∵(x, y) = xPf,∇,∵(y, x) + yPf,∇,∵(x, y)
∂t
+ Pf,∵,∵(x, y)P ef (x + y) − (x + y)P ef (x + y)
η(x)
η(y)
+ ye(α+t)y
1 − tη(x + y)
1 − tη(x + y)
η(x + y)
η(x + y)
+ Pf,∵,∵(x, y)
− (x + y)
.
1 − tη(x + y)
1 − tη(x + y)
= xe(α+t)x

To solve this we shall start by setting P̂ = Pf,∵,∵ − (x + y), then we have
∂
xe(α+t)x η(y) + ye(α+t)y η(x) + P̂ (x, y)η(x + y)
.
P̂ (x, y) =
∂t
1 − tη(x + y)
If we now set P̂ = P1 P2 and P1 =

c1
1−tη(x+y)

then we get, by application of the

quotient rule and integrating,
P2 = e(α+t)x η(y) + e(α+t)y η(x) + c2 .
combining all these we have
P2 (α, t, x, y) = e(α+t)x η(y) + e(α+t)y η(x) + c2

c1
e(α+t)x η(y) + e(α+t)y η(x) + c2
1 − tη(x + y)

c1
Pf,∵,∵(α, t, x, y) =
e(α+t)x η(y) + e(α+t)y η(x)) + c2
1 − tη(x + y)
P̂ (α, t, x, y) =

+ (x + y).
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Examining the initial conditions given by 5.3.14, we have that
Pf,∵,∵(α, 0, x, y) =
=
=

∞
X

X

αn

n=0 k+l=n+1,k,l>0
∞
X
X

n=0 k+l=n+1,k>1,l>0
∞
X
X

xk y l
+x+y
k! l!

αn

∞
X
xk y l X
xk
−
αn + x + y
k! l! n=0 k+l=n+1,k>0,l=0 k!
∞

αn

n=0 k+l=n+1,k>1,l>0

xk y l X k+1 xk
−
+x+y
α
k! l! k=1
k!

= Pf,∇,∵(α, 0, x, y) − η(x) + x + y
= eαy η(x) − η(x) + x + y
= αη(y)η(x) + x + y
so, setting c1 = 1, we have
αη(y)η(x) + x + y =

1 αx
(e η(y) + eαy η(x) + c2 ) + (x + y)
1

c2 = αη(y)η(x) − eαx η(y) − eαy η(x).
Then we have
Pf,∵,∵(α, t, x, y) =

1
e(α+t)x η(y) + e(α+t)y η(x)
1 − tη(x + y)

+αη(y)η(x) − eαx η(y) − eαy η(x)) + (x + y)
as required.
From this we can calculate the h-series.
Corollary 6.10.5. The h-series of P∵,∵ is


eαy eαx etx − eαx etx ety + eαx eαy ety − eαy etx ety
Ph,∵,∵(α, t, x, y) = αetx ety −teαx eαy
(α − t)
(α−t)

etx ety − eαx eαy
+ (x + y).
+
(α − t)
1
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Proof. Using proposition 5.3.9 we have that
Ph,∵,∵(α, t, x, y) =Pf,∵,∵((α − t), t, x, y)

(α−t)(x)
(α−t)(y)
−1
1
−1
((α−t)+t)y e
((α−t)+t)x e
+
e
=
e
(α−t)(x+y)
(α − t)
(α − t)
1 − t e (α−t) −1
e(α−t)(y) − 1 e(α−t)(x) − 1
e(α−t)(y) − 1
− e(α−t)x
(α − t)
(α − t)
(α − t)

(α−t)(x)
e
−1
−e(α−t)y
+ (x + y)
(α − t)
 αy αx tx
e e e − eαx etx ety + eαx eαy ety − eαy etx ety
1
= αetx ety −teαx eαy
(α − t)
(α−t)

etx ety − eαx eαy
+
+ (x + y).
(α − t)
+(α − t)

We can also calculate the F -series of P∇,∵.
Corollary 6.10.6. We have that PF,∇,∵(t, x, y) =

ety
P (x, y).
1−tP e(x+y) ∇,∵

Proof. Using formula 6.9.1 and equation 5.3.13 gives us the partial differential equation
∂
PF,∇,∵(t, x, y) = (y + P eF (t, x + y)) PF,∇,∵(t, x, y),
∂t
with initial conditions
∂
P∇,1,∵(0, x, y) = P∇,1,∵(x, y).
∂t
Rearranging the partial differential equation gives
∂PF,∇,∵(t, x, y)
= (y + P eF (t, x + y)) ∂t,
PF,∇,∵(t, x, y)
we then substitute the known expression for P eF (x + y), giving


P e(x + y)
∂PF,∇,∵(t, x, y)
∂t,
= y+
PF,∇,∵(t, x, y)
1 − tP e(x + y)
finally solving this expression yields
PF,∇,∵(t, x, y) =

ety
C,
1 − tP e(x + y)

where C is found using the initial conditions to be P∇,∵(x, y).
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We have that P∵,∵ is a family of flag polytopes so we can check that it satisfies
the Gal conjecture for families.
Theorem 6.10.7. We have that Ph,∵,∵(α, t, x, y) is a Gal series.
Proof. We know that the h-series of P∇,∵ is


eαy eαx etx − eαx etx ety + eαx eαy ety − eαy etx ety
Ph,∵,∵(α, t, x, y) = αetx ety −teαx eαy
(α − t)
(α−t)

etx ety − eαx eαy
+ (x + y).
+
(α − t)
1

We look at the partial derivative of Ph,∵,∵(α, t, x, y) with respect to x, and we
have,
 αy αx tx
∂
(α − t)
e e e − eαx etx ety + eαx eαy ety − eαy etx ety
Ph,∵,∵(α, t, x, y) =
∂x
αtetx ety − αteαx eαy
(α − t)

tx ty
αx αy
tx ty
αx αy
e e −e e
αe e − te e
+
+
(x + y)
(α − t)
(α − t)
1
(α − t)
+ tx ty
(α + t)eαy eαx etx − (α + t)eαx etx ety
αe e − teαx eαy (α − t)
+αeαx eαy ety − teαy etx ety + tetx ety − αeαx eαy

+(αetx ety − teαx eαy ) + (αtetx ety − αteαx eαy )(x + y)

=αtP eh (α, t, x + y)Ph,∵,∵ + (α + t)Ph,∇,∵(α, t, y, x)
+ (α + t + αt(x + y))P eh (α, t, x + y) + e(α+t)y
So by our lemma, Ph,∵,∵ is a Gal series if φh (α, t, x, y) =

(αeαx − tetx )
.
αet(x+y) − teα(x+y)

αeαx −tetx
αet(x+y) −teα(x+y)

is a Gal

series. We showed that this series was Gal in the previous section, so Pγ,∵,∵ is a Gal
series by 5.3.19.
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